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KEEPING QUALITY IN LOBSTERS ASHORE: HOW BEST TO HOLD ‘EM
By Melissa Waterman
Millions of pounds of lobster are
brought to Maine docks every year
by hundreds of hard-working lobstermen. Those lobsters, however, don’t
immediately find their way to a customer’s plate or a processor’s plant.
In fact, most lobsters are stored for
some period of time before reaching their ultimate destination. Those
storage facilities range from the simple to the sophisticated but each
has one goal: to keep the lobsters as
healthy and vigorous as possible.
Perhaps the best known lobster storage technique is the tidal lobster
pound. A tidal pound is an enclosure
built in a natural bay or cove through
which the tide passes easily. Lobsters
are kept in the pound where they eat
what the tide brings them or feed
provided by the pound owner. Years
ago most lobsters were stored in tidal
pounds, then shipped as needed to

customers. Years ago, however, lobster harvests in Maine hovered in the
low millions, never coming near the
126 million pounds landed last year.
With the increase in landings, buyers
have had to expand their ability to
keep unheralded volumes of lobsters.
Hugh Reynolds, owner of Greenhead
Lobster in Stonington, remains a
strong proponent of lobster pounds.
While the company has a large
short-term holding facility in Kittery,
Greenhead stores most of its lobster
in tidal pounds. “It’s the only way to
store them for the winter,” Reynolds
said. He can keep 200,000 pounds of
lobster in his pound at one time. Depending on the temperature of the
seawater, he might set up aeration
devices to keep dissolved oxygen levels high. “I do think it’s the only way
to do it,” he continued. “They need to
eat in order to maintain good quality.
Continued on page 9

Shedder lobsters are incredibly fragile animals. Treating them roughly leads
to a poor quality, low-value lobster, a fact that processors are extremely
aware of. Photo by Annie Tselikis.
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COOKE AQUACULTURE
GUILTY OF ILLEGAL
PESTICIDE USE
By Bill Trotter
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A Canadian firm that is a subsidiary of the largest aquaculture operator in Maine pleaded
guilty in a Canadian courtroom
to using illegal pesticides that
killed hundreds of lobsters a
little more than a mile from
Maine’s border.
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Cooke Aquaculture, based in
Blacks Harbour, New Brunswick, agreed to pay $100,000 in
fines and an additional $400,000
in penalties that will fund environmental research and study
at University of New Brunswick
and restoration and enhancement of fish habitat in the Bay
of Fundy region, according to
Canadian court documents. The
total amount, $500,000 in Canadian currency, is about $490,000
in U.S. currency.

Environment Canada has been
investigating Cooke Aquaculture subsidiary Kelly Cove Salmon Ltd. in connection with the
2009 lobster deaths off Deer Island and Grand Manan Island,
both of which are easily visible
from Maine. According to Canadian court documents, four fishermen found dead lobsters in
their traps off Grand Manan in
November 2009, and the following month, two more fishermen
found several hundred pounds
of dead lobsters they had stored
in Clam Cove by Deer Island.
Clam Cove is roughly a mile and
a half away from Pleasant Point
in Maine.
In both cases, the dead and dying lobsters eventually were
found to have been exposed to
cypermethrin, a pesticide that
is banned in Canada but which
can be used in Maine with advance approval from state officials. Officials believe the cyContinued on page 6
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COASTAL OUTLOOK Thoughts from MLCA President Patrice McCarron

If the spring Canadian fishery is any indication of what lies
ahead, Maine lobstermen should be bracing for a tough
season. Years of successful conservation and stewardship
practices in the U.S. and Canada seem to have opened the
floodgates for lobster landings, and Canadian processors
and dealers are struggling to keep pace.

MLCA staff will talk with lobstermen at the docks to better understand current practices for hauling, handling,
storing and transporting lobster. We will provide practical
information on handling methods and holding systems by
measuring temperature, dissolved oxygen, pH levels and
other factors that may lead to improving lobster quality.

Canadian lobstermen are frustrated and most do not believe that they are being treated fairly. In just the first few
weeks of the season which opened in May, several Canadian fishing areas joined together in an unprecedented
week-long tie-up, multiple fishermen’s rallies were held
and politicians pledged to shed light on how lobster prices
are set. In return for their efforts, Canadian lobstermen lost
a week of their fishing season and gained nothing on price.
Now, most of these lobstermen are fishing on quotas, ranging from 500 to 1,000 pounds per day, and the price continues to weaken.

This outreach will include discussions with lobster buyers, dock owners and workers regarding the holding and
handling systems in place at the dock. We will also visit
with Maine dealers to discuss their priorities and recommendations regarding lobster quality and handling and to
document methods used at a variety of facilities to hold
and transport lobster.

While many of these Canadian lobsters go straight to the
canneries, the market lobsters which meet the U.S.
minimum size are sold in the
U.S. As a result, the Maine
lobster price responded
with a loud thud as the price
dropped a full dollar in one
week in late May. It is very
unsettling to see such low
lobster prices in the spring,
especially when Maine’s landings are still light. Maine
won’t feel the full brunt of current market conditions until
mid-June, when the shed is predicted to hit.

In addition to the direct field work, MLCA is revamping
the Quality and Handling Workshop developed by Maine
Sea Grant for the TAA program. We will gather suggested
improvements for the workshop from an advisory group
of lobstermen and buyers and also consult with Jean Lavallée of Aquatic Science and
Health Services in Prince
Edward Island who has presented the Canadian lobster
quality and handling program to our counterparts
to the north. The program
will be offered to Maine’s cooperatives, small dealers and
any other fishermen or organizations which would like to participate.

Fortunately, there is significant
momentum within the lobster
industry -- from harvesters, dealers
and processors -- to address the
issue of lobster quality.
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Pointing fingers and laying blame for the lobster prices
may be an effective way to vent frustration over the current
situation, but it is not going solve our problems. Before lobstermen can demand better prices, we must take responsibility to ensure that we land the highest quality lobster we
can. When nearly 90% of our landings are shedders, this
effort becomes even more important since the lobsters are
so fragile.
Fortunately, there is significant momentum within the
lobster industry -- from harvesters, dealers and processors -- to address the issue of lobster quality. This summer,
the Maine Lobstermen’s Community Alliance (MLCA) will
be working with Maine lobstermen to improve the quality of our product. MLCA’s work will include a lot of time
on the docks talking with lobstermen, lobster buyers and
dock managers, observing how lobsters are being handled
with an eye for what is being done well and what can be
improved.

The MLCA hopes to use the feedback gained from our work
this summer to develop a menu of options for lobstermen,
lobster buyers and dock workers to use in their businesses
to improve product quality. In addition, the MLCA will develop a voluntary Lobster Quality Certification program in
the coming year as a means to to acknowledge those who
integrate quality handling practices in their businesses.
Will this effort to ensure that a high-quality Maine lobster
arrives at the processor or dealer’s door this summer lead
to a jump in the price paid to lobstermen this summer?
Perhaps not. We are certainly not going to solve the market
issues driving these poor lobster prices overnight. Instead,
we think that this work will lead to a culture of pride in our
lobsters and a reinvigorated sense of responsibility to land
the best product we can. And that, in the long run, can only
benefit Maine’s lobstermen and their communities.
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from the dock:

Your letters

Melding capture and culture, for profit

Seasonal gauge change may make sense

In a column published here in November, 2010, I encouraged fishermen to consider including some
form of aquaculture production as
part of their yearly activities. The reasoning was pretty basic: that Maine
was overly dependent on the lobster
resource, the options for fishermen
were scarce, aquaculture production
would likely increase in Maine and
the U.S., and finally that the gap between fishing and farming ought to
be small or nonexistent.

This letter was first sent to DMR Commissioner Keliher earlier this year.

Now, a couple of years later, I am
happy to report on some examples
of this integration of capture and culture, and offer information about the
potential and the obstacles to future
development.
One example has been the “Aquaculture in Shared Waters” project, which
this spring provided twelve fishermen
with technical and business training

While it’s a little early yet to tell, several students likely will embark on
new aquaculture enterprises, with
the various partners in the project
there to provide support and assistance.
A second example of diversification
efforts is provided by a small group
of fishermen and shellfish growers
from Casco Bay to Mount Desert who
are working together to examine the
possibilities of growing sea scallops
as a commercial product. Much remains to be learned, and it will be a
slow process, but right now what we
do know is that fishermen can successfully capture scallop spat, using
techniques learned from the Japanese over a decade ago. We also know
that our scallops grow very quickly
on some sites in Maine waters, and
that fishermen can play the role of
farmer without too much difficulty.

First, I want to thank you for your
outreach to the lobstering community this winter and specifically for the
meeting in Northeast Harbor. I felt
there was an undercurrent of support
for the idea of a seasonal gauge increase. I feel it is an idea that has not
been given enough merit and should
be given greater consideration and
conversation. It’s my impression
that the majority of fishermen want
something to be done, and this may
be the best option available.
I spoke with Carl Wilson about the
proposal. It was his opinion that the
idea has scientific merit and he is
far more articulate on the potential
benefits of the proposal in relation to
landings and product quality than I
ever could be.
Problem:
Too many low quality lobsters are
hitting the market at the same time
which depresses the price.
Proposal:
Increase measure by an amount to be
determined by DMR for a specified
period to slow down the catch rate
and distribute the catch throughout
the year, thus keeping the market
“hungry” and the price more stable.
Solution:

The lines between fisherman and aquaculture producer do not have to be sharply drawn.
Many fishermen are learning the basics of the aquaculture business through Maine Sea Grant
programs. Photo courtesy of Maine Sea Grant.

in aquaculture. The fishermen, mostly from the Interstate Lobster Co-Op
in Harpswell and the Corea Lobster
Co-Op in Corea, contributed to research about diversification while
learning about shellfish and seaweed
aquaculture topics like equipment
and husbandry, biology and ecology,
permitting, business planning, sales
and marketing, biosecurity, and site
selection. (For more information,
visit www.seagrant.umaine.edu/aquaculture-in-shared-waters).

The eventual financial rewards are
unknown, but it’s clear that the lines
between “fisherman” and “aquaculture producer” don’t have to be
sharply drawn, or maybe even that
the division doesn’t need to be there
in the first place. (For more information, visit www.seagrant.umaine.edu/
research/projects/dv/scallop-trials)
Then, as now, I’d still argue that it
would be wise for groups of fishermen to act together, and ideally in
a formally structured cooperative.
Continued on page 22

Yes, we can finance that.

Benefits:
1. Simple implementation
2. Enforceable
3. Pre-emptive and proactive: Gives
catchers, dealers, and processors
time to plan ahead
4. Spreads out catch: Removes a specific amount of poundage from the
fishery for a time and slows down the

I believe that this is potentially a winwin for everyone. The following are
some of the concerns and answers to
them:
1. “I only fish during the summer
months and this will take money out
of my pockets.”
If you stop fishing by October 1st it
will remove product from your catch
BUT it may increase your profits by
giving you a higher boat price, i.e. if
we remove 20% out of the fishery
then you will only have to have a 20%
increase in boat price to offset the
difference. 20% on $1.50 would be a
$1.80 boat price, or 20% of $2 would
be $2.40. Look at 2005 where “we
caught less but made more” for proof.
It is possible that inshore fishermen
will actually realize a greater benefit
because offshore boats will have left
inshore waters before the adjustment
date and therefore won’t be competing against the offshore boats for
those lobsters. Also, the date could
be moved around, say September
15th. The idea is to leave the product
on the bottom as long as possible but
not too long to get the greatest benefit to product quality and price.
2. “It would push the problem into
the next shedder season.”
This would be true only if we set the
ending date late in the year like January 1st and didn’t leave enough time
to catch those lobsters. By making
Continued on page 19
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Increase measure by 1/16-3/16 inch
(this would be determined by the
DMR scientists running the numbers and making recommendations. DMR could also look at the
top end of the measure and what
the effect of bringing it down would
be). Do this for 2-4 months, i.e. July
1st to October 1st.

catch.
5. Avoids being arbitrary: The mystical “trigger” appears very arbitrary
and puts a lot of pressure on the
commissioner to make a “call.” It also
opens up the DMR to criticism and
the perception of “playing favorites,”
even if totally untrue. It also avoids
the accusation of DMR “telling us
when we can fish,” etc.
6. Quality gains in product: weight
and shell quality should improve for
millions of pounds of lobster. This
solves our biggest problem, catching
and selling “junk.”
7. Market Stability: We can only
hope.

Auburn 800.831.4230
Presque Isle 800.831.4640

June, Monday to Friday, 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
SeaFloat , SupaSea, Multicolor Ropes, Lobster Vents,
Bait Cleats, Swivels, etc. while supplies last.
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GUEST COLUMN: Canadian tie-up may be investment in change
By Geoff Irvine

It takes desperation to tie up your
boat for five days out of a 60-day fishing season as happened here in the
Maritimes this May. The Lobster
Council of Canada (LCC) will do its
best to ensure that Canadian lobster
harvesters who made this investment
have something to show for their efforts. The LCC will engage fully in the
work of the expert panel that is being
assembled by the provinces to review
many of the questions about how
shore prices are set, how the value is
shared and why market prices fluctuate as they do. Indeed, this research
was all completed in 2010 and has
been the basis for much of our work
since then. But with renewed industry and political pressure coming to
bear we are optimistic that May’s tieup finally may bring much needed
change and reform to the Canadian
lobster sector.
The LCC has been working for three
years on many of these “marketability” issues. Our first effort was the
delivery of the penultimate study on
the Canadian lobster sector in the
fall of 2010, “From Trap to Table – A
Long Term Value Strategy for the Canadian Lobster Fishery.” This report
was controversial because it was a
comprehensive review of the industry and included sections on supply

management and structural change
that made harvesters nervous. The
important and practical part of the
report, however, focused on sensible
recommendations on quality, price
setting, branding, marketing and other facets of the industry that clearly
needed reform.
The next step in the process was
the formation of industry working
groups that worked through most
of 2012 on three of these challenges:

veloping a Canadian lobster brand
and establishing verifiable criteria
for lobster quality at the first point of
purchase. During the winter we also
reviewed options involving changes
in how shore prices were established
but decided that, due to the requirement for structural change, we would
table that issue for the near term.
Fast forward to the recent “Lobster
Spring” and its focus on disagreements between harvesters and buy-

To call it a system at all is a stretch....This
“system” contributes to instability, it rewards
mediocre quality, it benefits irresponsible buying
and it perpetuates an aura of mistrust...
branding, quality and price. The essential take-away from the report
was recognition that these key issues
had to be tackled as a precursor to
successful marketing.
The working group process resulted
in a comprehensive report approved
in late 2012, “Building an Integrated
Plan for the Canadian Lobster Industry.” The report included a specific
tactical plan with 26 current and future actions to address issues of quality, brand and price. Many of these
26 action items are ongoing; we are
focusing our efforts for 2013 on de-

ers on why and how shore prices are
established. We just may have found
the political and industry will to
tackle shore price setting once and
for all! Sometimes from the fruits of
dissention come positive results. We
hope that this will allow the sector to
dig into the real issues at play.
And what are those real issues? The
fact is nobody likes the shore price
or the port market system currently used for most inshore lobster in
Canada. To call it a system at all is
a stretch: just as it is in Maine, the
shore price is set by supply and de-

mand and changes from day to day as
both of those forces ebb and flow. If
a dealer needs product, he will pay
more and then everyone matches.
If he needs less, the price drops and
everyone matches. This “system”
contributes to instability, it rewards
mediocre quality, it benefits irresponsible buying and it perpetuates
an aura of mistrust between parties
who ultimately must work together
to prosper in this modern market for
protein.
There are many options for change
to discuss including an auction system as is enjoyed by many seafood
distribution systems throughout the
world. A system of contract/collaboration is also an excellent idea, allowing groups of harvesters to work
closely with processors and shippers and share the market risk at
an agreed-upon formula. A price to
market system works in Newfoundland and Labrador and the Magdalen
Islands (notwithstanding problems
from time to time as the programs
become established) where the parties negotiate a joint plan for price,
in which the shore price is tied to
the Urner Barry FOB Boston live
price and changes on a weekly basis.
Another method, final offer settlement, is used in Newfoundland to set
minimum prices for species like crab,
shrimp and lumpfish roe. A panel of
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NEW RECRUIT: Lobstering, and thinking, in Sunshine
By Melissa Waterman

though it had to be forty years old.”
In 2001 Nathaniel received his student license and began to set his
grandfather’s 25 traps. Dan Lane
helped his son haul by hand in the
evenings and on the weekends. Nathaniel clearly remembers bringing up
his first trap. “We set it right off here
[his grandparents’ property] on some
boulders,” he said. “When we hauled
it there was a perfect hard-shell
male, just a beautiful lobster. My dad
couldn’t believe it. He thought one of
the other guys had put it in the trap.”

It takes some time to get to Sunshine,
Maine. First there’s the drive east
along Route 1, then the long, rolling
route through the Blue Hill peninsula’s blueberry fields and woods,
through Sedgewick and Sargentville.
Eventually one crosses the Deer Isle
Bridge, passes over the causeway to
the island, then veers off onto the
Sunshine Road. That road leads one
seven miles eastward until, finally,
it simply ends. And at the end of the
road is where Nathaniel Lane, 24,
keeps his boat.
It’s not much of a harbor. A scattering
of low ledge islands creates a sheltered cove some distance from the
buying wharf operated by Greenhead
Lobster of Stonington. Nathaniel
brings his boat in to off-load and take
on bait only when the tide is right.
“Generally you can come in about 80
percent of the time,” he said, gesturing toward the many ledges ringing
this section of the coast. “Sometimes
you just have to wait.”
Lane’s father and grandfather were
boat builders, not lobstermen. Dan
and Bob Lane operated Penobscot
Boat Works, founded by Nathaniel’s
great-grandfather Carl Lane, in Rockport for many years. But eventually
Dan Lane met and married a young
woman, Beth Heanssler of Sunshine,

Nathaniel Lane and his buoys with his
grandfather’s collection on the wall behind
him. Photo by Melissa Waterman.

and moved to the area. Nathaniel was
brought up among the many relatives
of the large Heanssler family, spending each summer at his grandparents’ home in Sunshine just above
the Greenhead wharf.
His maternal grandfather, Fred, lobstered a bit after he retired. When
Fred died in 1991, his wooden skiff
and lobster traps remained on the
shore just as he had left them. “I was
eleven years old and one day my dad
and I went down there and flipped
the skiff over,” Lane recalled. “We
decided that we could fix it up, even

His father helped Nathaniel in other
ways. “When I was 14, we built an 18foot wooden boat for me that winter.
That was fun. I remember thinking
that this was quite an opportunity.
Other kids my age were watching TV
and I was building a boat,” he said.
After three years with his new boat,
which had a much-appreciated electric hauler, Nathaniel moved to a 30foot fiberglass Repco. Once again he
and his father worked together to
refurbish the ailing vessel. “It needed
major work,” Nathaniel explained. “A
new wheelhouse, wiring, exhaust system, all sorts of things.”
While out lobstering alone one day,
Nathaniel found himself in a situation that every lobsterman dreads. It
was a rainy day and he was wearing
foul weather gear. Typically Nathan-

iel would wear his knife under his
jacket but on this day he was wearing his brand-new knife belt which
clipped around his waist outside the
jacket. He had just thrown the buoy
out when the trap’s line became entangled around his left wrist. “I got
dragged down the deck. The boat was
idling but I couldn’t reach the wheel,”
he said. “I couldn’t believe this was
happening.” He grabbed his knife and
chopped down on the line and zing,
he was free. “I don’t think my mother
even knows about that,” he said with
a laugh.
In 2010, Nathaniel returned to a
wooden boat, purchasing from a
South Thomaston lobsterman a 37foot lobster boat built in 2003 by Neil
MacKay of Prince Edward Island.
“She’s a beauty,” Nathaniel said simply. “Heavy and rugged. He built her
for an American so it’s not a Novistyle boat.”
While lobstering, Nathaniel also
spent four years at college in Quincy,
Massachusetts, getting a business
management degree. He found that
when studying the fine points of creating and managing a business, his
lobstering background came to the
fore. “It really helped to already have
some business experience,” Nathaniel explained. “As a subject came up I
could apply it to lobstering.”
Continued on page 19
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Pesticides continued from page 1

permethrin was applied in salmon
pens to combat the spread of sea lice,
parasitic crustaceans that weaken
the farmed fish and expose them to
infection and disease.
In Maine, Cooke rotates its operations among two dozen salmon aquaculture sites in Hancock and Washington counties that are licensed to
several subsidiary companies. The
firm also has used legal sea lice treatments in Maine and New Brunswick
within the past several years, according to industry officials.
According to a Cooke official, the
court case in New Brunswick has no
bearing on the company’s operations
in Maine.
John Drouin, a Cutler lobsterman
who is chairman of the Zone A Lobster Council, said Saturday that the
fact that Maine’s largest aquaculture
operator pleaded guilty in Canada to
using a banned pesticide that killed
lobsters is “not good.” He said Maine
lobstermen in the zone, which abuts
the Canadian border, were alarmed
when they first heard about the New
Brunswick lobster deaths.
Drouin said, in his experience, Maine
Department of Marine Resources has
done a good job of monitoring aquaculture lease sites that dot Machias
and Cobscook bays, all of which now
are owned by Cooke. There have
been no similar reports about lobster
deaths in Maine, he said, but the New
Brunswick incident and resulting
conviction indicates that continued
vigilance is needed.
“I’m really hoping the state has done
its job,” Drouin said. “You’ve got to
keep your fingers crossed and hope
people are doing the proper things.”
In November 2011, Environment
Canada charged Kelly Cove Salmon
with 11 criminal counts of violating
Canada’s Fisheries Act. In addition,
CEO Glenn Cooke, Vice President
Michael Szemerda, and Randall Griffin, a regional production manager
for Kelly Cove Salmon, each were
charged with 11 identical charges.
At the time, Environment Canada
officials accused the company and
each of the three Cooke officials of
releasing cypermethrin into Passamaquoddy Bay and in the ocean off
Grand Manan. When the charges

Keep your
traps fishing
even when
you can’t get
to ‘em!

initially were filed, each party faced
possible penalties of a fine of up to $1
million for the first charge and an additional $1 million fine or 3 years in
prison — or both — for each subsequent charge, Environment Canada
officials have said.
As part of an agreement with Cooke
officials, Canadian prosecutors
dropped those original charges on
Friday and instead charged Kelly
Cove Salmon, but none of Cooke’s
individual officers, with two charges
of using cypermethrin in waters frequented by fish. The firm pleaded
guilty to each charge and agreed to
pay a $50,000 fine for each one, plus
the $400,000 in additional penalties.
In a prepared statement released friday, Environment Canada officials
said the $500,000 total represents one
of the largest financial judgments
ever levied in Canada for violating
the Fisheries Act. Cypermethrin is
banned in Canada, the agency indicated, because of its proven toxicity
to crustaceans such as lobster and
shrimp.

“There are other ways
of dealing with [sea
lice] than by using
illegal pesticides.”
“Cooke used the pesticide to address
a major sea lice infestation in their
open pen salmon farm, knowing that
it was illegal to do so,” Environment
Canada officials wrote in the release.
It is not the first time pesticide use
has been linked to lobster deaths in
southwestern New Brunswick. In
1996 approximately 50,000 lobsters
died in a pound near St. George, N.B.,
after being exposed to cypermethrin,
and many people suspected the area’s
aquaculture industry was responsible, the CBC has reported.
In 2010, with the state’s approval,
Cooke used cypermethrin once at
five Maine aquaculture sites in Cobscook Bay and Western Passage. Even
though there have been no suspicious
lobster deaths reported in Maine, the
possibility of Maine lobsters being affected by pesticides has been a concern in the state’s lobstering community for more than a decade.

All Natural Salted Hairless Cowhide
LONG-LASTING and AFFORDABLE
LOBSTER BAIT

Available in 30 gal. drums or 5 gal. pailss

www.bessybait.com
Phone: 603.300.2846 or 603.300.2849
Email: info@bessybait.com
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155 rear Batchedler Rd., Seabrook NH 03874
Please call for HOURS and PRICING!
Bessy Bait is also sold at all Brooks Trap Mill locations.
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In 1999, the Long Island Sound lobster population plummeted after anti-mosquito pesticides were sprayed
in the New York City area to fight the
spread of West Nile virus. Long Island
Sound fishermen later sued the pesticide manufacturers and then settled
out of court for more than $16 million. And just last month, voters in
the offshore Maine town of Cranberry Isles, where lobstermen make up
a sizeable portion of the population,
cited the possible impact on lobsters
when they defeated a proposal to
consider using pesticides to combat
the islands’ mosquito population.
David Cousens, president of Maine
Lobstermen’s Association, said that
the fact that Cooke pleaded guilty to
using a banned pesticide that killed
lobsters is a cause for concern. He
said MLA and most lobstermen take
a dim view of using any kind of pesticides, especially in the marine environment, because poisons that kill
insects also tend to kill lobsters.
“It bears watching, obviously,” Cousens said of how pesticides are used
at aquaculture sites. “We’re not for
anything that will harm lobsters anywhere, here or in Canada.”
In 2010, the most recent year for
which such information is available,
farmed salmon sales in Maine were
second only to the state’s lobster trap
fishery in terms of commercial value.
Salmon aquaculture brought in more
than $76 million in direct revenue
to Maine’s economy that year, while
Maine lobstermen earned more than
$318 million, according to DMR statistics.
Last year, Maine lobstermen harvested 126 million pounds and earned
gross revenues of nearly $339 million,
both of which are record amounts.
After 2010, Maine officials stopped
publicly releasing information about
the financial value of Maine’s annual farmed salmon harvest because
Cooke is the only salmon aquaculture operator in Maine and Cooke officials successfully argued that such
information was proprietary to their
company.
According to an agreed statement
of facts accepted in New Brunswick
Provincial Court by Judge Julian Dickson, Canadian investigators found
that cypermethrin had been used
between May and November 2010 at
more than a dozen aquaculture sites
in eastern New Brunswick, three of
which are just across the border from
Maine. In all, Kelly Cove Salmon has
more than 100 marine aquaculture
lease sites in eastern New Brunswick,
court documents indicate.
According to the statement, supplier records indicate that Kelly Cove
Salmon acquired 72 gallons of a cypermethrin-based pesticide in 2009.
In a prepared statement posted on
the Cooke Aquaculture website, CEO
Glenn Cooke said the firm decided
not to continue to fight the charges,
“even though we question the allegations,” in order to spare the company,
its employees and customers from a

lengthy and public court battle.
“We want to resolve this matter today and move on,” Cooke said in the
statement.
He added the company has invested
millions of dollars on other sea lice
treatments such as hydrogen peroxide baths in well-boats, on trials
of using native cunner fish to clean
salmon of the parasites, and on experimenting with lice traps and boosting
resistance in salmon through selective breeding. The firm is committed
to improving its internal protocols,
to auditing procedures and to seeking out the best science available for
its business, he said.
“Fish health is at the core of our business as farmers, as is the sustainability and health of our farms and the
marine environment on which we
depend,” Cooke said.
Nell Halse, spokeswoman for Cooke
Aquaculture, on Friday declined to
comment on the court-approved
agreement or any of its specifics. She
did say that no one at Cooke or Kelly
Cove Salmon has lost his or her job
over the company’s use of cypermethrin.
Halse said that sea lice appear naturally in certain areas and that, in 2009
and 2010, the options available in the
U.S. and Canada for treating sea lice
were insufficient. “We didn’t have
anything that was effective, and that
was the issue,” she said.
Halse said that in other aquacultureintensive countries such as Norway,
Scotland and Chile, fish farmers are
permitted to use a variety of chemical
treatments so that, as sea lice build
up resistance to one, they can switch
to another. In Canada and the U.S.,
she said, prohibitions on some pesticides that can be used in other landbased applications makes it difficult
for aquaculture companies. “We’re
woefully behind in North America,”
Halse said.
Halse added that with the money the
company is paying toward marine
environmental research, perhaps
new and effective treatments can be
found and approved for use. “That’s
one of the solutions in all of this,” she
said. “We need the governments and
companies to work together.”
Matthew Abbott of the St. Andrew’s,
N.B., environmental watchdog group
Fundy Baykeeper said Friday that his
group applauds Environment Canada for pursuing the case and getting
a conviction. But he said that Canadian officials need to do more to assess the impact that pesticide use has
on the environment.
Greg Thompson, president of the
Fundy North Fishermen’s Association, said that the group is pleased
the matter was resolved but that lobstermen still find the case upsetting.
“There are other ways of dealing with
[sea lice] than by using illegal pesticides,” Thompson said. “I think it’s a
very serious offense.”
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REMARKABLE PEOPLE:
By Nancy Griffin
Sheila Dassatt comes by her interest
in the fate of lobstermen naturally.
She was born into a lobstering family in Stonington, where much of her
family still lives. In 1959, when times
got tough for lobstermen Downeast,
the family moved to Belfast so her
dad could go to work on the tugboats.
“Dad went to work on the tugs. His
whole life was fishing or tugs. Dad
never gave up on boats,” said Dassatt.
Her dad, Corliss A. Holland, who died
at age 88 in 2011, is well-known in
Maine lobster boat racing circles for
many wins in his fabled Holland 32,
The Red Baron, built by his son Glenn
at the Holland Boat Shop.
Sheila has worked for the Down East
Lobstermen’s Association (DELA) for
10 years now. She never applied for
the job, but was drafted at a DELA
annual meeting she attended with
husband Mike, a lobsterman. She
was hired by acclaim at the same
meeting to be the group’s secretarytreasurer. In 2006, she moved up to
executive director. Until DELA, she
had been working in the office of the
tugboat company then called Portland Tugboat (aka McAllister Towing) in Belfast for six years. Prior to
the job at the tugboat office, she had
been lobstering with her dad, and
husband Mike Dassatt.

Sheila Dassatt of the Down East Lobstermen’s Association

“I was there (Portland Tugboat) for
six years, I was grateful for the job,
it was a good job,” she said. “But I
was always looking out the window,
watching the boat come in. My heart
was out in the boat with Mike and
dad.” They fished from Mike’s boat,
the Anna Marie, a 32-foot Osmond
Beal wooden boat from Beal’s Island.
“Three of us went out on that boat we did it to survive.”
Except for a couple of years when she
and Mike each had a truck and did
tandem long-haul jobs, Sheila’s work
has always been marine-related. She
started out at her brother Glenn’s
shop, then she spent 10 years at Hamilton Marine. After that she and Mike
drove trucks for two years, doing
convoys to benefit the Make-A-Wish
Foundation.
“We would park at Dysart’s and the
trucks would be judged for various
things. We have trophies. One year
we won for the shine! Sometimes the
kids would ride in the convoy,” she
said. “We used to say, ‘we can’t ride
together, so I follow him!’” A heart
problem ended Mike’s trucking career and Sheila’s with it.
She has experienced tragedy—a sister born before her died as an infant
while her father was at sea in a lobster smack. Sheila named her daughter Christie, after her deceased sister.

Daughter Christie, now 35, is a Maine
Maritime Academy graduate who
used to run a tug out of Portland.
Christie’s older brother, Travis, was
killed in a freak accident on a fork-lift
when he was 8 years old.
Yet Sheila retains a positive attitude
and loves her work for DELA. She
works tirelessly on issues for the
members and to promote the organization. She doesn’t see the Maine
Lobstermen’s Association (MLA) as
competition, but as another organization trying to do the same kind of
work for its members.
“DELA and the MLA are working
together. We have common cause,”
Dassatt said. “My job is to represent
my association of fishermen and if it
happens we don’t agree with MLA, I
have to be the voice for them. When
it comes to the lobster fishery, we
have to have a meeting of the industry first. Sometimes we don’t agree,
and we have to hammer it out and
come to agreement.”
“What they (lobstermen) really want
is that you live the part,” she said. “My
family—we fish, we work on boats.
We have the same background as the
members. We are able to communicate with the fishermen and their
families.”
“I know for a fact that anyone involved with the associations puts

Sheila Dassatt’s father worked as a lobsterman and on tugs his whole life. She, in
turn, worked for Portland Tugboat, for six
years. Photo by Nancy Griffin.

time plus into that representation.
You live it. It has to be in your heart
to stick with it and care,” Dassatt said.
The reason a separate association exists, she explains, is that Downeast
harvesters have some unique issues.
“If the economy fails Downeast, there
are no other resources to fall back
on,” Dassatt said. “So sometimes, if
we have to take a strong stand, it’s
for survival. Sometimes people from
other parts don’t understand how
serious it is there.” Most members
of DELA have hailed from Washington and Hancock counties, but Belfast area fishermen are increasingly
joining up. In addition, the Lobster
Institute at the University of Maine
in Orono, and the Penobscot East Resource Center in Stonington are both
DELA members.
Continued on page 18
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REFLECTIONS ON THE EUROPEAN SEAFOOD EXPO, 2013
By Annie Tselikis
I had a few preconceived notions
about the European Seafood Expo
(ESE), held annually in Brussels, Belgium. I thought it would be similar
to the International Boston Seafood
Show (IBSS). ESE and IBSS, in addition to Seafood Barcelona and the
Asian Seafood Exposition, are all
part of Diversified Communications’
Global Seafood Portfolio. I knew that
of these trade shows, ESE was the
largest, so I had imagined a massive,
sprawling convention center double the size of the already massive,
sprawling Boston Convention and
Exhibition Center. I had imagined
identical exhibitors and exhibition
spaces.
I could not have been more wrong.
Because ESE and IBSS are both seafood industry trade shows (and productions of the same parent company), designed to market seafood
products to major restaurant, retail
and food service customers, there are
big similarities. But the variations
that I noticed as a first-time attendee
were surprisingly nuanced cultural,
geographic and aesthetic shifts from
the familiar show in Boston.
I have attended IBSS annually for the
last five years. I find it a worthwhile
experience to see what is happening
in product development, which com-

Boston show is not simply the networking, it’s the samples! Oysters,
sushi, lobster bisque, salmon, Dungeness crab, bouillabaisse, crawfish, coconut fried shrimp. The samples are
endless.

panies and marketing entities are
exhibiting and what their strategies
are for the show. From the show it’s
become increasingly apparent that
investment in marketing is a crying
need for the Maine lobster industry.
As landings continue to increase, so
too should the marketing effort. Part
of that investment will be dedicated
to finessing new opportunities in domestic and foreign markets.

There are also vast numbers of day
trippers, there to enjoy the show. In
2012 my brother attended in order
to find a lobster supplier for his new
business in Los Angeles. He found
his supplier but also quickly realized how tiny Maine lobster is within
the context of the global seafood industry. We invited our mother and
two close family friends who had no
connection to the seafood industry
other than being avid consumers.
And there were thousands of people
who met that description – friends
of friends in the business, be they
fishermen, marketers, or processors – there is always a large group
of people in attendance at IBSS who
are there simply to have a good time,
collect free swag and sample seafood
offerings from around the world.

Maine Lobstermen’s Association
directors all attended IBSS in 2012.
Some of the directors had been before, some attend every year and
some had never been. On any given
year, we go to the show to look at
new products, talk with exhibitors
and attend meetings. Past attendees
will tell you that the big draw of the

The European Seafood Expo is not
designed to entertain the general
public. Instead of offering myriad
samples for three days or featuring
chefs, cook-offs and shucking competitions, ESE exhibitors are specifically entertaining their customers
and clients. The floor layout seems
more dense and also a more efficient

Cozy Harbor Seafood of Portland was
one of several Maine seafood companies
represented at the European Seafood Expo
in Brussels, Belgium, this spring. Photo by
Annie Tselikis.

use of space than Boston. Where the
Boston Convention and Exhibition
Center is an open, airy modern marvel with 500,000 square feet of contiguous exhibition space and a roof
constructed of steel and glass in order to let light in, the Brussels Expo
is nearly the opposite design. The
Brussels Expo is made up of twelve
interconnected concrete buildings,

Some 25,600 buyers,
suppliers and other
seafood professionals
from 140 countries
attended the 2012
Brussels show.
four of which were originally built for
the 1938 World’s Fair. Another four
were built between 1949 and 1957 in
advance of the 1958 World’s Fair, the
first major fair held following World
War II. With only 377,296 square feet,
the Brussels Expo held 1,600 exhibitors, compared to 1,000 exhibitors in
Boston.
Still, the European joie de vivre – joy
of living, food and culture – is inherent not only in downtown Brussels,
but runs throughout the European
Seafood Expo as well. Hundreds of
booths feature cafés and bars complete with wait staff and bartenders.
Continued on page 21
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If you want a lobster in March, it must be from a
pound.”
Dorr Lobster Company in Milbridge also keeps
its lobster in pounds as well as in an indoor tank,
enabling the company to store 130,000 pounds of
lobster at any one time. “Each serves a different
purpose,” Chad Dorr explained, referring to his
pounds and indoor tank. “We use the indoor tank
to grade the lobsters and store them for the short
term. Basically the tank makes them hardier and
ready to ship.” The lobsters are kept in cold water
and not fed while being held in the tank, sending
them into a type of hibernation. The lobsters in
the tidal pound, on the other hand, are fed. “We
stock the pound in order to supply our customers in the winter,” Dorr continued. “You feed them
and build them up but you have to be diligent. You
can lose a lot in a pound.”
Garbo Lobster of Connecticut operates a tidal
pound in Hancock, Maine, another in Dipper Harbor, New Brunswick, and a huge indoor storage
facility in Yarmouth, Nova Scotia. Manager Pete
Daley underscores the continuing need for tidal
lobster pounds while emphasizing the complementary need for high-tech holding facilities as
well. “Pounds are basically inventory control. You
also need them simply to store lobsters, when other factors that you don’t have any control over like
Mother Nature or the market come into play,” he
said. He keeps three divers on staff to constantly
monitor the conditions in the Hancock pound.
Gaff kemia or red tail disease is a problem when
the water grows warmer in the summer, but Daley
explained that medicated feed generally keeps the
disease under control.
Garbo Lobster can store 500,000 pounds of lobster
in its Hancock pound and another 300,000 pounds
in New Brunswick. The function of the Yarmouth
facility is to grade, sort, and cull the lobsters before shipping. “Also in November and December
Maine isn’t a source of supply because lobstermen
are bringing their traps in,” Daley continued. “But
you have the Christmas and New Year’s markets to
meet and southwest Nova Scotia is where the lobsters are coming from at that time.” The Yarmouth
facility is a “closed” plant, which means that all
environmental elements are controlled. “We recycle the water and chill it to about 38 to 40o F. After
grading for size, the lobsters are kept in trays until
shipped,” Daley explained.
Keeping lobsters alive and in good health in an
indoor facility has become a sophisticated engineering feat. Ron Doane, of Atlantic Sea Tanks in
Trenton, calls the lobster holding tanks his company installs “closed biologically correct systems.”

“We design, install and inspect tanks,” he explained. “Anything from a 300 gallon to a 100,000
gallon system we put in in South Thomaston.”
His tanks are a blend of natural products and
stainless steel. The huge tanks use aerobic and
anaerobic filters to keep recycled seawater clean
and its Ph levels balanced. The 100,000 gallon
tank uses a dolomite (a form of limestone) filter
66 feet long by 25 feet wide and 6 inches deep to
filter ammonia from the water. Filter pads are set
on top of the dolomite and replaced as needed.

Branch Brook Farm
Quality Lobster Traps
Complete traps, boxes, or kits.
We can build them anyway you want them!
Sawmill Lane, Thomaston, ME 04861
596-3635 or354-8123

Serving you for 25 years!

“You need one pound of filtration rock per one
pound of lobster. We run 660 gallons of water per
minute. If you see diminished flow, then it’s time
to change the filters,” Doane said. Other water filters include bags of crushed coral. “This is the first
agent on to which bacteria will attach,” he continued. Those bacteria in turn feed on the ammonia
excreted into the water by the stored lobster.
In addition, Atlantic Sea Tanks recently installed a
spray system for a lobster company in Owls Head.
The system uses 84 spray nozzles to keep an entire
tractor trailor-load of lobsters constantly covered
with water. “It can do up to 1,200 gallons of water
a minute. Each one of the nozzles cost $5,000 a
piece and comes with its own computer so you
can vary the rate of spray,” Doane said. “It’s quite
a system.”
The goal of any lobster storage system is straightforward: to keep the lobster alive and well until
shipped. Many buyers admit, however, that the
quality of the lobster when it first comes off the
boat influences greatly the quality of the lobster
when stored. “We all have problem with shrinkage,” Daley said. “Handling can ruin crates of lobsters.”

Seacoast Lobster Band
Company
PO Box 1472
Manchester, MA 01944

Plain and printed lobster bands
Telephone 1-800-830-1856
Cell 978-317-5154

One of the problems faced by buyers is the common practice of storing lobsters in crates overnight or longer off the wharf once they are taken
off the boats. If many lobstermen offload large
numbers of lobsters at the same time, say in the
middle of summer, and those lobsters are crated
up and held in a harbor with less than vigorous
water flow, the lobsters’ quality will suffer. “You’ve
got harbors with not much flow and lots of crates
there and that takes the oxygen out of the water,”
Daley explained. “That makes a weak lobster.”
“As a buyer my job is to minimize risk after I procure the lobsters. That means I have tanks with
aeration so they get enough oxygen, I teach my
crew how to handle the lobsters, we stack them
on pallets to move in the trucks, we try to minimize stress during transport.”

137 Pleasant Hill Road, Scarborough
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MAINE LOBSTERMEN’S ASSOCIATION UPDATE
STEAMING AHEAD
Maine Lobstermen’s
Association
•••

Lobstermen drive our local coastal economies. So when the
lobster industry is in trouble, people want to help. Maine’s
Legislature certainly wanted to help this year, as witnessed
by a flurry of legislative bills brought forward.

Advocating for
responsible resource
management and
prosperity for Maine’s commercial lobstermen
since 1954.

This session was a momentous one and it made for an extremely long winter. With many freshman legislators and
new chairmen on the Marine Resources Committee, the
MLA machine was in full swing this session. Fortunately,
where our marine resources are concerned, the Legislature
leaves partisan politics behind to work on solving issues
and keeping our fishermen working.
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Gerry Cushman, Port Clyde, 372.6429
Jim Henderson, Camp Ellis, 468.4363
Robert Ingalls, Bucks Harbor, 255.3418
Mark Jones, Boothbay, 633.6054
Jason Joyce, Swan’s Island, 526.4109
Jack Merrill, Islesford, 244.4187
Tad Miller, Matinicus, 372.6941
Mike Myrick, Cushing, 354.6077
Brad Parady, Kittery, 337.3141
Willis Spear, Yarmouth, 846.9279
Jay Smith, Nobleboro, 563.5208
Craig Stewart, Long Island, 846.3158
Elliott Thomas, Yarmouth, 846.6201
John Williams, Stonington, 367.2731
Donald Young, Cushing, 354.6404
Jack Young, Vinalhaven, 863.4905
Staff
•••
Executive Director
Patrice McCarron
patrice@mainelobstermen.org
Education Coordinator
Annie Tselikis
annie@mainelobstermen.org
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April Gilmore
april@mainelobstermen.org

Communications Assistant
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Maine Lobstermen’s
Association
203 Lafayette Center
Kennebunk, ME 04043
info@mainelobstermen.org
207.967.4555
www.mainelobstermen.org

Board of directors’
meeting schedule
All meetings take place at
Darby’s Restaurant, Belfast.
July 9, 5 p.m.
No August meeting
Sept, 3, 5 p.m.
Oct. 1, 5 p.m.
Nov. 5, 5 p.m.
Dec 2, 5 p.m.

The two bills of most consequence to our industry this session were the dragging for lobster bill (LD 1097) and the
marketing bill (LD 486). The MLA worked hard to represent
our industry: to preserve our conservation and stewardship
practices by fighting the dragger-caught lobster bill and to
position our industry for a more profitable future by supporting a strong investment in marketing to build demand
for Maine lobster.
It is important to remember that the MLA is represented
by a Board of Directors comprised of 23 hard-working commercial lobstermen. They are elected at the annual meeting
in March. If you want a voice in the MLA, you must hold a
commercial lobster license and you must pay your membership dues. The board, elected by our members, governs
the MLA. Their job is to be in touch with local members and
ensure that MLA’s policy decisions are in the best interest of
the industry. As members, your job is to stay informed and
make sure that your views are heard. My job is to provide
information and facilitate this process. Make no mistake,
the MLA is “by the fishermen, for the fishermen.”
The MLA has been representing Maine lobstermen for
nearly 60 years. Over the years we have successfully fought
against allowing draggers to land lobster in Maine, and this
year was no different. To prepare for the fight, the MLA sent
postcards to members urging you to engage on this seminal
issue. We coordinated with lobster scientists to ensure that
the Legislature was presented with the facts on the impacts
of dragging for lobster. The MLA and others went to Augusta to testify before the committee, where we were surprised
by find nearly equal numbers of people speaking on behalf
of the groundfishing industry!
Taking nothing for granted, the MLA then reached out
through the Board and members to make sure that lobstermen were sending a strong message to elected officials that
landing dragger-caught lobsters would be bad for Maine.
MLA met with Governor LePage and the federal delegation in Washington, DC. We wrote editorials and did press
interviews. We made sure that the views of the state’s lobstermen were heard loud and clear. The result: the bill was
defeated.
As offensive as the idea of landing dragger-caught lobster
in Maine is, it is one of the few issues that bring Maine lobstermen together. Whether the message is being delivered
through the associations, the zone councils, the union,
or by individual lobstermen, it was the same point. It was
because the lobster industry was united that the draggercaught lobster bill was resoundingly defeated. The MLA
was proud to play a huge role in facilitating that outcome.
Our work becomes much harder when lobstermen don’t
agree, which brings us to the marketing bill. Given the
amount of controversy this bill generated, it is hard to
believe that this was one of the most well-vetted proposals ever brought to the Legislature. The marketing bill was
an industry initiative, created by lobstermen through the
Lobster Advisory Council (LAC). The LAC hired a marketing consultant to ensure that its recommendations would
make a difference to lobstermen; the goal of the resulting
proposal was to raise boat price by building demand for
Maine lobster.
The LAC subcommittee worked diligently over a six month
period, culminating in a series of three outreach meetings
where it got constructive feedback and found support for
its findings. These meetings then were followed by 16 public meetings held by the DMR which included discussion of

the industry’s investment in marketing. Nearly 1,500 lobstermen attended these meetings, and nearly all expressed
support for increasing our marketing investment. The MLA
provided month by month updates and information on the
evolution of this process in nearly every issue of the paper
in 2012.
The MLA strongly supported the bill, LD 486, viewing it as
a starting point for the next phase of discussion with the
Legislature. We had heard loud and clear from our members that what we are doing now is NOT working. Maine’s
lobster landings have more than quadrupled since the state
first started investing in marketing in the early 1990’s while
the amount invested has remained unchanged. Certainly it
is risky to propose an eight-fold increase in funding to raise
$3 million. But the bill included safeguards that the industry asked for: more representation on the marketing board,
more accountability back to the industry on marketing
activities, and absolute accountability that the marketing
organization will be effective or it will be erased after five
years. Given record landings and the vulnerable state of our
industry, the MLA believed that the best strategy for Maine
lobstermen was to invest in building demand.
From the beginning the Marine Resources Committee
struggled with the $3 million price tag. They understood the
need to invest at a significant level in order to make a difference, but they grappled with the reality of raising those
funds from the industry.
The Committee’s diligence in exploring all options to ensure that the funding mechanism was as fair as possible
was understandable. But the resulting over-emphasis on
the proportion of the budget that harvesters would pay versus dealers and processors only hurt us in the end. Like it
or not, the lobster industry is comprised of 5,000 harvesters, and less than 400 dealers and processors. Together, the
parts of the Maine lobster industry must fund the marketing effort. Drawing lines between dealers and harvesters
and the resulting “us versus them” approach made it impossible to fully fund the program.
The MLA believes that lobstermen have the most to gain
from improved marketing of Maine lobster. Of course, the
dealers and processors will reap significant benefit from
an effective marketing plan, but their businesses will be
fine without it. They have a greater ability to recoup costs
through the price of the lobster at the dock or from the next
buyer in the supply chain. Lobstermen do not.
Lobstermen will only benefit if the boat price goes up or the
cost of doing business goes down. The more funding burden
put on the dealer side, the more likely they will just pass it
back down to the harvester.
In the end, the Committee strongly supported the marketing initiative, funding it at $2.25 million in an effort to
ensure that the fees are not too onerous for any individual
business. The cynic in me says these months of discussion
on the funding formula did nothing more than rearrange
the chairs on the Titanic and slash $775,000 from an investment in our future. The optimist in me recognizes that the
lobster industry just took a giant step forward by reorganizing its marketing entity, adding much-needed accountability and increasing our marketing investment by nearly
six-fold, finally putting us in a position to affect demand.
As Representative Kruger aptly commented, “Don’t let the
perfect stand in the way of the good.”
The issues put forward in Augusta this year will have farreaching impacts on the industry. It takes a huge amount
of work to represent fishermen and it is often not a whole
lot of fun. Tracking bills, attending hearings and work sessions and submitting comments is a major undertaking. I
can tell you with great confidence that the MLA’s presence
in Augusta, and your input as MLA members, made a huge
difference.
As always, stay safe on the water.
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MAINE LOBSTERMEN’S ASSOCIATION UPDATE
MAINE LOBSTER
SUSTAINABILITY PROMOTED
Maine Lobster has been awarded
Marine Stewardship Council’s (MSC)
Certification of Sustainability. The
Fund for Sustainable Maine Lobster
has developed a video to bring viewers out fishing with MLA Directors
Bob Baines and Gerry Cushman who
discuss Maine’s sustainable lobster
fishing practices.

A still from the video which was filmed by
Joe Carter and produced by Caitlin Hathaway for the Fund for the Advancement of
Sustainable Maine Lobster. FASML photo.

The video’s introduction reads, “After six years of research and assessment, we are proud to announce
that the Maine lobster trap fishery
has been awarded MSC Certification
of Sustainability. This comes after
more than a century of hard work
and responsible fishing by Maine
lobstermen to ensure that there
will be a sustainable Maine Lobster Stock for generations to come.”
View the video at www.youtube.com/
watch?v=7R2aGTipSCk.
NEW MLA OFFICE!
The MLA has moved to a new space
in Kennebunk. The MLA had been
sharing space with a local business
which relocated to expand into a new
space. The MLA is now located at
203 Lafayette Center in Kennebunk,

Aamodt, consultant, Elizabeth Swain
and fisheries research advisor, Laura
Taylor Singer. Statoil has contracted
with Singer to gather fisheries information and to work with the fishing
community to assist Statoil in making the best decision on where to locate four turbines.
Statoil has also hired Larry Knapp to
serve as their Fisheries Liaison Officer. Larry is a former fisherman, assistant harbormaster in Boothbay, and
Chair of the Zone E Lobster Management Council. Larry’s role is to serve
as a neutral liaison to engage the fisheries community in an open dialogue
about the project and to ensure Statoil understands all concerns when
designing the final site parameters.
Statoil is currently seeking input
from the fishing industry by early
June to help them narrow the project area down from 22 square miles
to approximately 4 square miles. If
you have questions about the project or information about how this
area is used, contact Larry Knapp at
751-5449 or lwknapp@yahoo.com or
Laura Taylor Singer at 838-1031 or lsinger@maine.rr.com.
TAA PROGRAM NEARING
CRITICAL DEADLINES
The TAA program is winding down.
Participants who have not yet completed their twelve hours of training
have until July 23 to finish all necessary workshops and Initial Business
Plan. By August 23, participants must
have their Long Term Business Plans
approved and ready to submit. These
are hard deadlines with no excep-

tion. We have just concluded the final round of in-person trainings, but
courses are available online anytime.
Those who still wish to take advantage of the opportunities provided
should call the MLA office at 9674555 to make arrangements to complete the program.

bill received strong approval in the
House and Senate. However, the bill
must go before the Appropriations
Committee and compete with other
funding measures for inclusion in the
final budget. Similarly, the Marine
Resources Committee supported LD
939 in support of a $3,500,000 bond
for the purchase of sixteen federal
groundfishing permits to support
Maine’s groundfish industry. This bill
must also receive approval from Appropriations.

LEGISLATIVE ROUNDUP
The 126th Legislature is winding
down. As of May 24, most committees have completed work on their
bills, though many have not been
reported out of committee or been
voted on by the full House and Senate. The law requires the Legislature
to adjourn by June 19, 2013.

The marketing bill, LD 486, was the
subject of much deliberation by the
Marine Resources Committee. An
amended bill with a reduced budget
received support from the majority of
the Committee with three members
voting against it. Amendments to the
original bill include: 1) renaming the
marketing organization the Maine
Lobster Marketing Collaborative; 2)
establishing a new board comprised
of 11 members to include four harvesters (nominated by zones and
appointed by DMR Commissioner),
three dealers/processors, two public
(nominated by LAC, appointed by
DMR Commissioner) and two ex-officio members (Commissioner of DMR
and DECD); 3) the DMR Commissioner will appoint the board to serve
during the transition period from
2013 through 2018; 4) the budget was
reduced from $3 million to ~$2.3 million in years three through five. The
budget will be funded in this manner
-- lobstermen Class I pay $165, Class
II, $330, Class III, $480 and wholesale
fees will be applied to processors,
ranging from $1,200 to $3,000 with
processors who process less than 1
million pounds will pay an additional

Only two bills relevant to the lobster
industry have received approval from
the full Legislature. Early in the session, the Legislature appointed Rep.
Walter A. Kumiega III of Deer Isle to
the Atlantic State Marine Fisheries
Commission (ASMFC). A landmark
bill, LD 72, became law on April 23,
allowing for unconstrained passage
of river herring on the St. Croix River
beginning May 1.
Many bills affecting the lobster industry have been supported by the
Marine Resources Committee, but
have not yet been considered by the
full Legislature. The Marine Resources Committee unanimously supported LD 182 to make a General Fund
appropriation of $1,000,000 in fiscal
year 2013-14 to increase the marketing and promotion of Maine lobster
in state, regional, national and international markets. Sponsored by
Rep. Evangelos of Friendship, this

Continued on page 14

Breakdown of LD 486 budget revenues
Source: DMR
LICENSE TYPE

# LICENSES

YEAR 1

YEAR 2

YEAR 3

YEAR 3 TOTAL $

CLASS I

1,375

55

110

165

226,875

CLASS II

2,367

110

220

330

781,110

CLASS II OVER 70

245

55

110

165

40,425

CLASS III

970

160

320

480

465,600

CLASS III OVER 70

62

80

160

240

14,880

NON-RESIDENT LANDINGS PERMIT

8

425

850

1,275

10,200
1,539,090

WHOLESALE FEES

and is sharing space with its nonprofit sister organization, the Maine
Lobstermen’s Community Alliance.
MLA’s phone and email remain the
same.
STATOIL OFFSHORE WIND
PROJECT
MLA’s director Patrice McCarron
and education coordinator Annie
Tselikis met with staff from Statoil
regarding plans to develop a pilot
offshore wind project. MLA met with
Statoil’s stakeholder manager, Anita
Holgersen, project manager, Kristin

YEAR 1

YEAR 2

YEAR 3

YEAR 3 TOTAL $

143

400

800

1,200

171,600

14

400

800

1,200

16,800

104

600

1,200

1,800

187,200

68

800

1,600

2,400

163,200

48

1,000

2,000

3,000

144,000

PROCESSOR TIER 1 CHARGE (> 1M #)

9

1,334

2,667

4,000

36,000

PROCESSOR TIER 2 CHARGE (< 1M #)

7

334

667

1,000

7,000

WL WITH LOBSTER
LOBSTER TRANSPORTATION
(95 OF 109 ALSO HAVE WL W/ LOBSTER)
TOTAL # SUPPLEMENTALS
(WLS AND/OR LTS): 1-2
TOTAL # SUPPLEMENTALS
(WLS AND/OR LTS): 3-5
TOTAL # SUPPLEMENTALS
(WLS AND/OR LTS): 6 OR MORE

# LICENSES

725,800
*Licenseholders pay only one wholesale
fee. Processing surcharges are
additional/stacked.

$2,264,890
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LOBSTER ROPE BECOMES HUGE NEW YORK CITY SCULPTURE
By Laura Ludwig
This is a story about how Orly Genger, an artist in Brooklyn, New York, found
her medium of choice – rope – in the Maine lobster fishery.
In 2009, the Gulf of Maine Lobster Foundation (GOMLF) was in the midst of
conducting its second year of groundline exchanges known as the Bottom Line
Project, through which lobstermen brought in hundreds of thousands of pounds
of used groundline which they exchanged for vouchers to purchase new sinking rope. It was a very busy program, with more than 1100 Maine lobstermen
participating in the program by that point. Several companies had been taking
most of the rope to weave rope doormats, which are now a common sight on
porches across New England.
It was the doormat companies who steered Orly Genger to the GOMLF. In 2009,
the Massachusetts Museum of Contemporary Art (MassMOCA) commissioned
Orly to create one of her rope sculptures
for a year-long installation as part of
their exhibition “Material World: Sculpture to Environment.” A MassMOCA
board member operated Cedarworks in
Rockport, Maine, and he asked company
staff if they knew of any place to get rope
for a discount. The Rockport folks had
heard about a company in Waldoboro
which had been making doormats from
used lobster rope. From there the board
member was directed to GOMLF as the
source of all the material.
MassMOCA staff arranged with GOMLF
to use 20,000 pounds of the larger diameter polysteel groundline, and voila: “Big Boss” was born! Orly had found a
source of material that, while a bit challenging to work with due to bio-fouling
and aged condition, was abundant, cheap, and actually helped the environment
by keeping it out of the waste stream longer.
The rest of the story is simple: when Orly got her next commission from the
Madison Square Park Conservancy, the Conservancy’s staff came directly to

Artist Orly Genger used around 80,000 pounds of used lobster rope for her sculpture
“Red, Yellow and Blue.” All photos by Laura Ludwig.

GOMLF and entered into an agreement to source approximately 80,000 pounds
of rope for what would become her largest sculpture yet, “Red, Yellow and Blue.”
The sculpture was installed in May in the New York City park located right next
to the iconic Flatiron building in Manhattan.
The difference for this newest project was that the GOMLF’s Bottom Line Project had finished its work. There was no longer a constant flow of thousands of
pounds of rope being traded in for vouchers. Th ere was, however, a huge waste
stream being generated by lobstermen whose sinking groundlines had worn
out, forcing them to replace the old line with new sinking groundline. It is often
not easy to dispose of all that used rope, so many fishermen held onto it, hoping
there would be another rope buyback.
So Orly came to the rescue. Her commission from the Conservancy provided
the funds to pay each fisherman a small amount (50 cents per pound), barely
enough to cover the cost of retiring the rope, but certainly better than paying

H
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Sculpture continued from page 12

to dispose of the rope. She was somewhat choosy about the rope she wanted to
work with, and why wouldn’t she be? She had to weave it all by hand, and she
is about as tiny as a MinPin. She needed rope that was polysteel or polyester
in base form, the softer the better, and of a diameter large enough to give her
project the heft she envisioned.
Seven rope deliveries and 160,000 dollars later, she had her rope. It came from
the harbors where lobster trawls are fished with bigger line: Cutler, Trescott,
Jonesport, Birch Harbor, Winter Harbor, Milbridge, Stonington, Spruce Head,
Rockland and Harpswell. It also came from the Area 3 lobster fishery and the
red crab fishery out of New Bedford. The smallest line was 7/16” (15-thread),
the largest was 5/8”. It was, for the most part, exactly what Orly wanted, and
she even made do with the rope that was somewhat less desirable, picking out
the sticks and moss and dead animals as she and her team crocheted the rope.
The results are spectacular. “Red, Yellow and Blue” will be on display in Manhattan through September, 2013. After that, it will be re-installed by Orly and
her team at the deCordova Museum and Sculpture Garden in Lincoln, Massachusetts. Do yourselves a favor, and don’t miss this testament to the versatility
of pot warp!

INFORMATION SOUGHT ON PROPOSED SITE FOR PILOT WIND
PROJECT IN FEDERAL WATERS OFF THE COAST OF BOOTHBAY
Hywind Maine is a proposed Pilot Project, designed to demonstrate the commercial
feasibility of floating turbine technology by installing four, 3 MW (12 MW total) floating
turbines approximately 12 nm southeast of Boothbay, east of the Kettle (see map on
reverse side). The project is being undertaken by Statoil to better understand the
challenges and opportunities for developing offshore wind energy in the Gulf of Maine.
Statoil believes Maine has an opportunity to be a leader in offshore wind
development. The floating Hywind design is well suited to the deepwater off Maine’s
coast, where anchored turbines are not feasible.
A lease application has been filed with the federal Bureau of Ocean Energy
Management (BOEM). This process only comprises the 4 turbines of the pilot park –
potential future developments anywhere in the Gulf of Maine would be a separate
process. Although an area of 22.2 square miles is included in the lease application to
BOEM, the site will be narrowed to approximately 4 square miles by mid-June, based
on survey data and input from fishermen and other stakeholders.
Statoil has hired a Fisheries Liaison Officer and a Fisheries Research Advisor to work
with commercial and recreational fishermen. They will serve as a conduit to help
identify issues and establish a dialogue between users and Statoil to minimize impacts
to fishermen and other users of the proposed area.
Discussions with fishermen are taking place to help Statoil narrow down their project
site to approximately 4 square miles.
WE NEED YOUR INPUT BY EARLY JUNE ABOUT HOW THE SITE IS CURRENTLY
USED.
We have been reaching out to fisheries associations and individual fishermen operating
in this general area. Your feedback is very important. If you have questions about the
project or information about how this area is used, please contact us directly:
Fisheries Liaison Officer
Larry Knapp
207.751.5449
lwknapp@yahoo.com

Fisheries Research Advisor
Laura Taylor Singer
207.838.1031
lsinger@maine.rr.com
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MAINE LOBSTERMEN’S ASSOCIATION UPDATE
MLA update continued from page 11

fee of $1,000; those who process more
will pay an additional $4,000. Several
key provisions from the original bill
remain including that the Collaborative must 1) present a three-year marketing plan and detailed work plan
to the Marine Resources Committee
by January, 2014; 2) report annually
to the Marine Resources Committee, LAC and the industry through a
statewide meeting of license holders;
3) provide a third party audit with
the results of the Collaborative’s programs and activities to the Marine
Resources Committee by January,
2018; 4) sunset in October, 2018, unless renewed by the Legislature following the results of the audit. The
minority report was in support of a $3
million budget, split equally between
harvesters and dealer/processors.

LD 1549 as a compromise bill in an
attempt to help keep dragger vessels
in Maine. LD 1549 proposed to allow
Maine registered groundfish vessels
fishing in offshore lobster management Area 3 to possess lobsters for
sale in states other than Maine. The
Marine Resources Committee was
split on this bill with seven in favor,
six against, and will issue a divided
report.

In other matters, Swans Island lobstermen did an outstanding job gaining the Committee’s support of LD
1020 to establish the Swans Island
Lobster Conservation Area in law
and increase the trap limit to 550.

Several budget bills were still awaiting consideration by the Appropriations Committee in late May:

The Marine Resources Committee
supported an amended LD 482 to improve the quality of data used to manage Maine’s fisheries. The bill’s provisions include changes to current
reporting requirements of the DMR
landings program. The Committee
also supported an amended LD 811
to provide guidance for the development of state fisheries management
plans. This bill will establish general
requirements for the development
of fisheries management plans to include objectives, management goals
and scientific requirements.
Three bills came forward at the very
end of the session. LD 1448 proposed
to allow licenses issued by DMR to
those in active military service to
be reactivated within 30 days of the
holder’s release from active duty, regardless of the amount of time in the
service. The Committee supported an
amended bill by extending the existing military exemption from six to
ten years; extending the amount of
time a student is eligible for a student
license by the length of service of up
to ten years. This military exemption
applies to all limited entry fisheries.
LD 1544 was introduced as an emergency measure by the Governor’s office to expand the authority of the
lobster zone councils to allow councils to set exit ratios based on tags or
licenses. It also creates a temporary
medical allowance so that a lobsterman who is unable to fish due to a
temporary medical condition documented by a physician may apply to
the Commissioner to allow his child
or spouse who has completed the apprentice program to operate under
the license for a limited duration of
up to one year. This bill was supported, but the temporary medical waiver
was amended to require the lobsterman applying to have landed at least
1,000 pounds in the previous year.
Sen. Haskell of Portland introduced

The Environment and Natural Resources Committee supported an
amended LD 470 to define working
waterfronts and working waterfront
land for the purpose of exempting
working waterfront activities from
certain provisions under the Natural
Resources Protection Act and provide flexibility under the mandatory
shoreland zoning laws.

LD 182, An Act To Support the Maine
Lobster Industry ($1million for lobster
marketing)
LD 939, An Act To Restore Maine’s
Groundfish Industry ($3.5 million for
groundfish permits)
LD 273, An Act Authorizing a General
Fund Bond Issue To Fund the Dredging
of Casco Bay and the Expansion of the
Portland Fish Exchange
LD 378, An Act To Authorize a General
Fund Bond Issue To Complete Renovations of a Pier at the Gulf of Maine Research Institute
LD 1101, An Act To Authorize a General Fund Bond Issue To Support Waterfront Development.

have not been previously reviewed
remain prohibited until they are reviewed.
An individual would apply for the
review of a bait source on forms supplied by the Commissioner. The DMR
would provide a written response
within 60 days whether the bait will
be placed on the “approved” freshwater list or “prohibited” marine
list. A freshwater organism that has
been reviewed and not listed as “approved” is prohibited as bait. A marine organism that has been listed
as “prohibited” is also prohibited as
bait. The proposed regulation also allows applicants to petition the DMR
when a bait has been prohibited. The
DMR website will be updated with
lists of prohibited and approved bait
sources.
The DMR would be required to conduct an annual review of lobster and
crab bait sources to update the “prohibited” and “approved” lists as conditions change or new information
becomes available.
Finally, the proposed change would
require lobster and crab bait dealers
to obtain a free endorsement on their
wholesale dealer license. Lobster/
crab bait dealers are required to annually provide the Department with
a list of baits sold the previous year
and baits they anticipate selling the
following year. Dealers are not restricted to sell only species on their
anticipated lists and may sell any approved bait. The endorsement and
bait lists will allow the Department
to keep track of lobster/crab bait use.
Two public hearings have been
scheduled:

DMR RULEMAKING

June 10, 4 p.m., Lincoln County 911
Communications Center, Wiscasset;

Lobster/Crab Bait Draft Regulation

June 13, 4 p.m., Ellsworth City Hall
(Auditorium), Ellsworth.

In 2012, the Maine Legislature passed
LD 1609, An Act To Ensure the Safety
of Bait Used in Maine’s Fishery, that
requires the DMR to evaluate the
baits used in the lobster/crab fishery for the risks they may pose to the
marine environment. The law stems
from concerns that some of the nontraditional lobster/crab baits could
potentially introduce diseases and
pests into Maine’s coastal waters.
The proposed regulation would enact
a mandatory review of all lobster and
crab baits to prevent the introduction of contagious pathogens, pests,
parasites, or invasive species into
Maine waters.
Dealers may only sell baits that have
been reviewed by the DMR. Dealers
are prohibited from selling any bait
source that has not been reviewed or
has been categorized as “prohibited”
by the DMR. The regulation would
not become effective until the DMR
has completed its initial review of
existing bait sources. Dealers would
not be prohibited from selling existing marine baits during the initial
review. Freshwater bait sources that

Deadline for comments is June 24.
Send written comments to K. Rousseau, Maine DMR, 21 State House
Station, Augusta, ME 04333 or email
to dmr.rulemaking@maine.gov.
MLA DIRECTORS’ MEETING
May 7, Belfast, Maine -- Kristan Porter updated the Board on his recent
trip to Australia organized and funded by the Consortium for Wildlife
Bycatch Reduction at the New England Aquarium. The trip grew out of
MLA’s work with the Consortium to
find operationally feasible solutions
to reducing the risk of Maine lobster gear to whales. Kristan went to
Western Australia (WA) to gain an
understanding of how the WA fishery interacts with large whales and
explore the concept of stiff rope as a
potential gear modification. Scientists have hypothesized that ropes
in downeast Maine possibly cause
less of a risk to whales because they
are “stiff ” under the tension of tides
and bottom currents. The WA lobster

fishery fishes a tightly laid vertical
line in their fishery and use a hydraulic coiler to manage it on deck. While
he was there, Kristan had the opportunity to experience fishing in two
different spiny lobster fisheries on
the east and west coasts.
The MLA Board discussed the status
of bills in the Legislature. There was
much discussion about the marketing bill (LD 486). Patrice McCarron
noted that the committee unanimously supported an amended bill
in late April which lowered the harvester contribution. The MLA Board
reiterated its support to improve the
lobster industry’s marketing capacity, especially during this time of record landings.
The MLA Directors had a long discussion on the outreach strategy for the
quality and handling program that
the MLA’s sister organization, the
Maine Lobstermen’s Community Alliance, will conduct during the fishing season. The training program will
begin in June and run throughout the
summer and fall.
ATLANTIC STATES MARINE
FISHERIES COMMISSION
MEETING ROUNDUP
Atlantic Herring Section
May 23, Alexandria, VA -- ASMFC’s
Atlantic Herring Section approved
Draft Addendum VI to the Interstate
Fishery Management Plan (FMP) for
Atlantic Herring for public comment.
The Draft Addendum proposes several changes to the management program, including (1) seasonal splitting
of the annual catch limit sub-components (sub-ACLs) for Areas 1B, 2,
and 3 in addition to Area 1A allowed
under the current FMP; (2) to allow
for up to 10% of unused sub-ACL for
all management areas to carry over
from one year to the next or from one
season to the next within the same
fishing year; (3) the establishment of
triggers to initiate the closing of directed fisheries, (a) in a management
area when 92% of a sub-ACL is projected to be reached and (b) stockwide when 95% of the ACL is projected to be reached. A 2,000 pound
bycatch allowance would continue
after directed fisheries are closed; (4)
a research set-aside of up to 3% of the
sub-ACLs, and (5) using the annual
specification process to set triggers
and research set-aside.
Draft Addendum VI was initiated
to establish consistent tools for all
four management areas for Atlantic herring and to complement the
New England Fishery Management
Council’s Framework 2. States may
be conducting public hearings on
Draft Addendum VI. Public comment
will be accepted until July 12, 2013
and should be forwarded to Melissa
Yuen, Fishery Management Plan
Coordinator, 1050 N. Highland St.,
Suite 200 A-N, Arlington, VA 22201;
Continued on page 15
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MAINE’S TOP LOBSTER PORT TARGETS BEST HANDLING PRACTICES
By Penobscot East Resource Center
As the summer lobstering season gets
underway, lobstermen in Maine’s top
lobster port are taking steps to ensure
that their lobsters are top quality, and
have released an informational DVD
on best handling practices to meet
this goal.
During the summer of 2012, the
Town of Stonington received Rural
Development funding to support
a pilot study of on-boat handling
practices conducted by Penobscot
East Resource Center. This pilot was
documented by an informational
video, “Stonington Lobster: Creating
a Quality Brand,” produced by Stonington’s Opera House Arts. The DVD
had a limited local release in September. Now, however, the DVD is being
made available to all island lobster
license holders as well as lobstermen
throughout the state.
The results of the study are clear: after 28 days and 1,008 lobsters, the pilot showed that the lobsters handled
and landed aboard vessels following
the best handling protocols had far
fewer injuries. Only eight out of every 100 lobsters aboard these vessels
showed injury, while the percentages
were much higher on boats that had
made no changes (33 out of every
100). Best handling practices were
able to reduce injuries to lobsters by
over 70%. Why is this important? Because an injured lobster is less valuable in the market. “The most valuable
lobster is a plate-ready live lobster,”
said Hugh Reynolds of Greenhead
Lobster in Stonington. “But the next
most valuable lobster is one with an
uninjured, perfect tail.”

Since the pilot’s completion, Stonington and Deer Isle fishermen have
been meeting at Penobscot East to
explore what they can do to ensure
that they preserve the town’s reputation for excellent quality lobster
in the new conditions of high stock
levels and high water temperatures.
The goal is to have Stonington lobsters landed in peak condition, able
to survive well to consumers’ plates
around the globe. “Several captains
and stern men in our local meetings
commented on how landing a quality lobster is a matter of pride,” said
Holly Eaton, Penobscot East’s community liaison person.
This effort is the latest in a pro-active,
collaborative effort that started in
2008 when the Stonington Lobster
Working Group formed to address
the low lobster prices that arose from
the global financial crisis. The group
identified the quality of the landed
lobster as one key element of lobster
price that the town could affect. It has
worked in a variety of ways since then
on education and research on lobster
quality. Penobscot East partnered
with Maine Sea Grant to produce the
lobster quality training video used in
the industry-wide Trade Adjustment
Assistance (TAA) video for lobstermen.

Treat those lobsters like fragile eggs, remove them from the trap by hand, and keep lots of dissolved oxygen in your tanks. These simple steps will give you a better quality lobster, according
to a study undertaken in Stonington. Video still courtesy of Opera House Arts.

In the pilot handling study, Penobscot East worked with four captains
and their lobster dealer, Greenhead
Lobster, to develop a list of six “best
handling practices.” Each of the four
captains ensured that the practices
would be used aboard their fishing
vessels for the month of August.

Treating lobsters like fragile eggs;
3) Using cushioned, cool and moist
banding stations; 4) Monitoring water circulation; 5) Removing each lobster by hand; and 6) Carefully placing
them in crates going the same direction. Sample lobsters from the boats
were collected every weekday, as well
as samples from boats that were not
participating in the pilot, in order
to assess what kinds of damage the
animals were experiencing, as well as
their overall health and vitality. Participating captains had the dissolved
oxygen levels in their lobster tanks
read many times throughout the pilot to see how much air was actually
available in the water where the lobster was held.

The six practices were: 1) Carefully
breaking traps over the toe-rail; 2)

This winter, Penobscot East convened a series of outreach meetings

and 3 occur to address latent effort
(unfished allocation) are implemented. The proposed measures are also
intended to provide a mechanism
for industry to maintain a profitable
fishery as trap reductions occur.

datory provisions of timely reporting
and effort controls, specific to the pilot program. The New England states
must continue to monitor their
fisheries to determine if an episodic
event has occurred before harvesting
from the set aside. The episodic event
program will be formalized through a
technical addendum. The Board will
review and evaluate the program at
the Annual Meeting.

MLA update continued from page 14

703.842.0741( fax) or via email at myuen@asmfc.org.
American Lobster Board
May 23, Alexandria, VA -- The ASMFC American Lobster Management
Board approved Addendum XX to
Amendment 3 to the Interstate Fishery Management Plan for American
Lobster. The Addendum formalizes
measures outlined in an agreement
between the offshore lobster fishery
and groundfish sector trawl fishermen for bottom sharing in Closed
Area II of Georges Bank in order to
prevent gear conflicts and to protect
large concentrations of egg bearing
females. The agreement specifies certain times of year when lobster trap
gear and sector trawl fishermen may
fish in (or not fish in) certain portions
of Closed Area II.
The Board also approved Draft Addendum XXI for public comment. The
Draft Addendum proposes changes
to the transferability program for
Lobster Conservation Management
Areas (LCMAs) 2 and 3. These changes are designed to allow for flexibility in the movement of traps as the
consolidation program for LCMAs 2

The Draft Addendum is the second
in a series of addenda that respond
to the depleted condition of the
Southern New England (SNE) lobster
resource by scaling the capacity of
the SNE fishery to the size the SNE
resource. Since the scope of the SNE
resource encompasses all or part of
six of the seven LCMAs established
by Amendment 3, additional addenda will be developed to address effort
reductions in the remaining LCMAs
(4, 5, and 6).
Atlantic Menhaden Board
May 22, Alexandria, VA -- The Atlantic Menhaden Board approved
an episodic event pilot program for
2013 for use of the 1% total allowable
catch set aside by the New England
States (ME, NH, MA, RI, CT). To participate in the pilot program, the New
England states must resubmit implementation plans by July 1, 2013, demonstrating their state meets the man-

The Atlantic Menhaden Board also
approved state implementation
plans for Amendment 2. For 2013, the
Board approved requests by ME, MA,
RI, NY, MD, PRFC, VA and NC to allow
daily bycatch landings of up to 12,000
pounds on one vessel if two licensed
individuals are on board the vessel.
The Technical Committee (TC) updated the Board on the progress of
the benchmark stock assessment
scheduled for peer review in 2014.
The TC felt it necessary to begin preliminary data gathering and analyses
in 2013. These meetings have also
included preliminary discussions
about potential alternative modeling
approaches. Finally, the Board approved the benchmark stock assessment terms of reference.

inviting lobstermen, their sternmen
and industry members to view the
video, discuss the handling practices,
any perceptions, concerns, and observations about lobster quality and
handling, and what else they could
do to keep their lobsters in peak condition despite the issues of high water temperatures and large landings.
Participating lobstermen say that
they like the video. In discussions,
they have reflected some surprise
about how much of a difference onboard handling can make to the quality of lobsters that are landed. They
also said that they can’t “take for
granted that people are using these
practices.” Several lobstermen reflected that it’s time to remind both
captains and sternmen that good
handling techniques need to start
aboard the boat and that lobsters
need to be handled like live animals.
At the same time, many have commented on the challenge that the
current huge abundance of lobsters
presents to lobstermen and sternmen, making it difficult to take the
time to handle one lobster at a time.
The issue of lobster quality and handling practices is surfacing across the
coastal regions of Maine and even
became a topic of discussion at this
year’s Lobster Town Meeting held in
New Brunswick. The Maine Commissioner of Marine Resources and
the Maine Lobstermen’s Association
both spoke in support of promoting
good handling techniques earlier this
spring, suggesting that there will be
continued work at various levels in
order to increase awareness among
lobstermen about ensuring a better
quality Maine lobster.
In Stonington, the study’s work will
continue this summer. Interested
captains and dealers are welcome to
schedule a time for Penobscot East
staff to monitor the dissolved oxygen
in the water in their tanks or dockside. Any questions can be directed
to Holly Eaton, Community Liaison,
Penobscot East Resource Center,
367-2708.
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MLA SELECT BUSINESS MEMBERS Show your support for these businesses!
AUTOMOTIVE
Newcastle Chrysler-Dodge-Jeep
573 Route 1
Newcastle, ME 04553
207-563-8138/ 888-944-5337
rmiller@newcastlemotorcars.com
www.newcastlemotorcars.com
15% off parts and service. Receive $200 additional discount on all new and used vehicles.
Please bring ad copy in at time of sale.

FISHING, MARINE & INDUSTRIAL
SUPPLIES
North Atlantic Power Products
15 Continental Drive
Exeter, NH 03833
603-418-0470
sprofio@glpower.com
www.northatlanticpower.com
10% discount for all service repair of twin disc
transmissions. 15% off any new MGX series
gears and electronic control systems.

BAIT DEALERS
Alfred Osgood
PO Box 358
Vinalhaven, ME 04863
207-863-0929
sosgood590@aol.com
Bessy Bait LLC
2 Mase Rd
Hampton , NH 03842
603-300-2846/603-300-2849
info@bessybait.com www.bessybait.com
$5 off each barrel on multiple barrel purchases
at Seabrook NH location with MLA card.
C&P BAIT
33 Wright St
New Bedford, MA 02740
508-965-8199
scostalobsterbait@gmail.com
Lund’s Fisheries Inc
David Brand
997 Ocean Dr.
Cape May, NJ 08204
609-884-7600
dbrand@lundsfish.com
www.lundsfish.com
New England Fish Company
Suzannah Raber & Gage Ashbaugh
446 Commercial St.
Portland, ME 04101
207-253-5626
nefco@mac.com
www.raberfisheries.com
O’Hara Corportation
120 Tillson Ave
Rockland, ME 04841
207-594-0405
baitman@midcoast.com
Purse Line Bait
PO Box 276
Sebasco Estates, ME 04565
207-389-9155
jenniebplb@yahoo.com
BOAT BUILDERS/ BOAT REPAIR
SW Boatworks
Stewart Workman
358 Douglas Highway
Lamoine, ME 04605
207-667-7427
swboatworks@roadrunner.com
www.swboatworks.com
Show MLA member card to receive $500 discount on new hull or top.
EDUCATIONAL & TRADE SHOWS
Maine Maritime Museum
243 Washington St
Bath, ME 04530
207-443-1316
lent@maritimeme.org
www.mainemaritimemuseum.org
Free admission to MLA members.
FINANCIAL & INVESTMENT
Machias Savings Bank
PO Box 318
Machias, ME 04654
207-255-3347
www.machiassavings.com

Sea Side Rope Inc.
Bob Ames
1023 Eastern Rd.
Warren, ME 04864 207-273-4680
karenvogtames@seasiderope.com
www.seasiderope.com
Show your MLA membership card to receive
discounts off retail pricing.
GIFTS
Maine Camp Outfitters
300 Sunset Rd
Sunset, ME 04683 800-560-6090
andy@maine-camp.com
www.mainepromotional.com
10% off all apparel and promotional product
orders.
HYDRAULICS
Coastal Hydraulics Inc
PO Box 2832
Seabrook, NH 03874 603-474-1914
sales@coastalhyd.com
10% discount on all in-stock items for MLA
members.
Hews Company LLC
190 Rumery St.
South Portland, ME 04106
207-767-2136/800-234-4397
info@hewsco.com www.hewsco.com
10% off hydraulic components and Cable Craft
cables in 2013.

LOBSTER/SEAFOOD/WHOLESALE/
RETAIL
Canobie Seafoods, Inc
1077 Bar Harbor Rd.
Trenton, ME 04605
207-667-2250
rpdoane@yahoo.com
Cozy Harbor Seafood Inc
PO Box 389
Portland, ME 04112
207-879-2665
jnorton@cozyharbor.com
www.cozyharbor.com
Craig’s All Natural LLC
25 Winecellar Rd.
Durham, NH 03824
630-397-5331
craig@craigsallnatural.com
www.craigsallnatural.com
10% discount on all Victorinox Cutlery.
Cranberry Isles Fishermens Coop
PO Box 258
Islesford, ME 04646
207-244-5438
cranberrycoop@gmail.com

Holden Seafood Corporation
93 E 7th Street
New York , NY 10009
212-387-8487
lukeslobster@gmail.com
www.lukeslobster.com

INSURANCE
Allen Insurance and Financial
PO Box 578
Camden, ME 04847
207-236-4311
cguptill@allenfg.com
www.alleninsuranceandfinancial.com

Orion Seafood International
20 Ladd Street, 3rd Floor
Portsmouth, NH 03801
603-433-2220
info@orionseafood.com
www.orionseafood.com

Rock E. Green - Independent Aflac Agent
345 Saco St. Unit 2
Westbrook, ME 04092
207-887-4134
regreen@gmail.com
One-third off regular policy rates for MLA
members.

Rome Packing Co., Inc.
2266 Pawtucket Ave.
East Providence, RI 02914
401-228-7170/800-985-7663
adam@romepacking.com
www.romepacking.com

LEGAL SERVICES
Nicholas H Walsh PA
PO Box 7206
Portland, ME 04112
207-772-2191
nwalsh@gwi.net
www.nicholas-walsh.com
5% off legal services.
Scott Logan Law
75 Pearl St.
Portland, ME 04101
207-699-1314
scott@southernmainebankruptcy.com
20% discount on foreclosure defense & bankruptcy legal fees.

Cummins Northeast Inc.
George Menezes
10 Gibson Rd.
Scarborough, ME 04074
207-510-2247
george.menezes@cummins.com
www.cumminsnortheast.com
Milton Cat
16 Pleasant Hill Rd.
Scarborough, ME 04070
207-833-9586
stewart_tuttle@miltoncat.com
www.miltoncat.com
PROPELLERS
Accutech Marine Propeller, Inc.
24 Crosby Rd. Unit 6
Dover, NH 03820
603-617-3626
larry@accutechmarine.com
www.accutechmarine.com
20% off propeller repair.Discounts vary by
manufacturer for new propellers,shafting and
other hardware.
REFRIGERATION SERVICES

Fishermens Heritage Lobster Coop
PO Box 359
Friendship, ME 04547
207-832-6378
fishermensheritage@yahoo.com

Open Ocean Trading LLC
30 Western Ave, Suite 206
Gloucester, MA 01930
978-515-7683
info@openoceantrading.com
www.openoceantrading.com

Smithwick & Mariners Insurance
366 US Route 1
Falmouth , ME 04105
207-781-5553/800-370-1883
scott@smithwick-ins.com
www.smithwick-ins.com
Discounted vessel insurance for MLA members. Additional 5% discount with proof of
completing a C.G.- approved Fishing Vessel Drill Conductor course within the last 5
years.

MARINE ENGINES

Spruce Head Fishermen’s Coop
275 Island Rd
South Thomaston, ME 04858
207-594-8029
shfcoop@gmail.com
Swans Island Fishermens Coop
PO Box 116
Swans Island, ME 04685
207-526-4327
sicoop@tds.net
Weathervane Seafoods Inc
31 Badgers Island West
Kittery, ME 03904
207-439-0920
jsharp@weathervaneseafoods.com
www.weathervaneseafoods.com
10% off all shipping (mail orders) & retail
orders.
Winter Harbor Fishermen’s Coop
23 Pedleton Rd.
Winter Harbor, ME 04693
207-963-5857
info@winterharborlobster.com
10% off fresh picked lobster meat.

Applied Refrigeration Services
7C Commons Ave.
Windham, ME 04062
207-893-0145
info@appliedrefrigeration.com
www.appliedrefrigeration.com
$250 off new installations.
RESTAURANTS
Barnacle Billys Inc.
PO Box 837
Ogunquit , ME 03907
207-646-5575
billy@barnbilly.com
www.barnbilly.com
Newick’s Hospitality Group, Inc.
431 Dover Point Rd .
Dover, NH 03820
603-742-3205
controller@newicks.com
www.newicks.com
The Clam Shack
PO Box 6200
Kennebunkport, ME 04046
207-967-3321
steve@theclamshack.net
www.theclamshack.net
SAFTEY TRAINING
McMillan Offshore Survival Training
PO Box 411
Belfast, ME 04915
207-338-1603
jmcmillan@mcmillanoffshore.com
www.mcmillanoffshore.com
10% discount on USCG Drill Conductor training.
TRAP BUILDERS/STOCK SUPPLIES
Brooks Trap Mill
211 Beechwood St
Thomaston, ME 04861
207-354-8763
stephen@brookstrapmill.com
www.brookstrapmill.com
Friendship Trap Company
570 Cushing Rd.
Friendship, ME 04547
207-354-2545/800-451-1200
MikeW@friendshiptrap.com
www.friendshiptrap.com
5% off list price on traps purchased at the
Friendship store.
Sea Rose Trap Co.
137 Pleasant Hill Rd.
Scarborough, ME 04074
207-730-2063
searosetrap@gmail.com
www.searosetrap.com
5% off trap list price.
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MARINE PATROL MAJOR ALAN TALBOT RETIRES FROM DMR
From the Department of Marine Resources

What would you describe as big successes during your career?

Marine Patrol Deputy Chief, Major Alan Talbot, retired on May 31 after a 25-year
career as a Marine Patrol Officer, Sergeant, Lieutenant and, for the past three
years, Deputy Chief. Below is an interview with Major Talbot about his career, professional challenges and successes, and his message for future Marine Patrol Officers.

I had a lot to do with building up the fleet. When I first started we had two
very slow 44-foot boats. They weren’t rigged up for hauling traps. Since then
we’ve built up a good fleet of lobster-style boats that we use for enforcement.
We have a fleet of boats all the way from Kennebunk to Cobscook Bay strategically placed throughout the coast. They have the capability to haul lobster gear
because that’s an important part of what we do.

What made you choose the Marine Patrol?

How would you describe Marine Patrol’s approach to law enforcement?
We work with industry. We’re a very small agency with a huge responsibility
covering between 2,500 and 3,500 miles and there are only 40 people in the
field. Our officers build trust with the fishing community so they share information. Fishermen don’t like cheaters. And we need that information because
it’s impossible for an organization our size to do it all.

I was looking for something, having
been in the wind jammer business and
on the water all my working life, where
I could still stay on the water and run
a boat. I was the first specialist to be
hired who was a boat captain as well as
a Marine Patrol officer.
Was there something about law enforcement?

Why is the Marine Patrol important in our state?
We ensure that people go by the laws and regulations as much as possible and
that creates a level playing field so somebody doesn’t get an unfair advantage.
And we also try to protect the resources so there’s a future for everybody.
Marine Patrol Deputy Chief Major Alan

Actually I was least interested in the
Talbot retired in May after 25 years .DMR
photo.
law enforcement part of it. I sailed the
Maine coast since I was 16 years old. So
I never thought I wanted to be in law enforcement but I thought I’d give it a try
because I wanted to run the boat.
Talk about your youth.
I was always around boats. I had a family friend who was in the windjammer
business and I can remember distinctly going down to the water front and the
guy saying to me “why aren’t you playing ball with the other kids?” and I said
“I like boats!” And he said “if you like boats, come on down and I’ll put you to
work” and that was the beginning of it. I never left.

Is there one incident that is most memorable?
I’d have to say the Matinicus shooting, where a fisherman ended up shooting
another one and luckily didn’t kill him, but could have - that whole thing stands
out in my mind as tough to deal with. To shoot somebody over catching lobsters astounds me.
What’s it like to see Matt (Major Talbot’s son, Marine Patrol Specialist Matt
Talbot) come up through the ranks?
Matt has always wanted to do this from the time he was a little kid. And he’s
been successful. He’s been on almost twelve years. I think he’s well respected.
He just got the MLA award (Officer of the Year) and I was proud of the fact that
he did that. I think he has a good future. I’m proud of him.

What about boats and the water appeals to you?

What message do you have for anyone interested in a career in Marine Patrol?

I like working with my hands. I like being outdoors. Once you leave the dock
there is that sense of freedom. You leave whatever issues you’re dealing with at
the shore. The conditions are never the same any one day.

To me this is a great career. But there are three things you’ve got to like. You’ve
got to like to be outdoors. You’ve got to like to be on the water. And you’ve got to
like to interact with people in all kinds of circumstances. Sometimes it’s good.
Sometimes it’s bad. Sometimes it’s sad. Just go out there and do your job and
don’t worry about the little stuff. If you do, it’s a great job. There are always aggravations but I’ve had far more good days than bad days.

What was the first day on the job like?
I was a little taken aback, to be honest with you, because I was never in the
military. I never had any law enforcement experience and here I was wearing
a gun, wearing a uniform. I’m an authority figure wearing a badge, and I had
come from a background where we were taking people on cruises. Now all of
a sudden I’m responsible for enforcing the law. It was a transition for me to go
from being a civilian to being a paramilitary operation enforcing the law.

&#8+&'60+'4$1#6$41-'4#)'
Specializing in quality, well-maintained
commercial and recreational vessels

How has the Marine Patrol changed in 25 years?
It’s changed a great deal. When I first started, you could put the law book in
your pocket. Now there are many more regulations and laws. Certainly a lot of
things have been added to our plate. Since 9/11 we’ve become responsible for
a lot of homeland security issues. We have a maritime securities team that we
never had before. The Maine Marine Patrol has the expertise to operate boats
so we’re the delivery system.

The Bait Report

2004 HOLLAND 38 FISHING VESSEL
An exceptionally well-built and well
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2013 Herring Catch and Quota
Area

Quota
(as of 5/22)

% of quota

2013 quota

2012 quota

Area 1A

0

0

3,280

24,668

Area 1B

1,903

44%

4,362

2,723

Area 2

21,884

99%

22,146

22,146

Area 3

4,621

12%

38,146

38,146

Total

28,409

42%

67,934

87,388

Data from the NMFS Weekly Atlantic Herring report.

Area 1A quota reflects the 5,000 mt seasonal allocation from January‐May, is
reduced for the 1,425 mt overage in 2011, and excludes the 295 mt set‐aside for
fixed gear fisheries west of Cutler, ME until November 1, 2013.
Area 1A percent of quota includes current ME state-only vessel herring landings.
NMFS closed the directed herring fishery in Management Area 2 on April 7, 2013,
because over 95 percent of the catch limit for that area has been caught.
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Please contact David directly at 207-522-7572 or david@etnierboats.com
ƚŽůĞĂƌŶŵŽƌĞĂďŽƵƚƚŚĞƐĞĮŶĞďŽĂƚƐŽƌ
ƚŽĚŝƐĐƵƐƐǇŽƵƌŽǁŶĐŽŵŵĞƌĐŝĂůĮƐŚŝŶŐǀĞƐƐĞůďƵǇŝŶŐŽƌƐĞůůŝŶŐŶĞĞĚƐ͘

Visit us at www.etnierboats.com
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DMR ADJUDICATION REPORT, FEB. 15 TO MAY 15, 2013
Last Name

First Name

SHI

TONG

Town

Viol Description

NEWTON

Adjud Date

TAKING LOBSTER WITHOUT A COMMERCIAL LICENSE (ONE
LOBSTER)

20-Mar-2013

Adjud
Fine
SUM

Adjud
Decision Susp Flag
Code
FILE

N

PARSONS

BLAKE

BERNARD

WET STORAGE OF LOBSTER GEAR

07-May-2013

250. G

N

MERCHANT

BRUCE

SULLIVAN

POSSESSION OF TWO V-NOTCHED FEMALE LOBSTERS

12-Apr-2013

700. G

N

NYSTROM

LARRY

FRIENDSHIP

WET STORAGE OF LOBSTER GEAR

08-Apr-2013

100. G

N

ROBBINS

RICKY

BLUE HILL

WET STORAGE OF LOBSTER TRAPS OVER 30 DAYS

07-May-2013

250. G

N

HOUGHTON AUSTIN

CHERRYFIELD

MOLESTING LOBSTER GEAR

20-Feb-2013

250. G

Y

HOLMES

GORDON

YARMOUTH

POSSESSION OF TWO V-NOTCHED FEMALE LOBSTERS

25-Apr-2013

700. G

N

BREWER

RUSSELL

BOOTHBAY HARBOR FISHING 9 LOBSTER TRAPS WITHOUT 2012 TAGS

13-Mar-2013

900. G

N

KELSEY

BENJAMIN

WEST GARDINER

10-Apr-2013

250. G

N

WET STORAGE OF LOBSTER GEAR

G = guilty; DISM = dismissed; NG = not guilty; DEF = deferred
Dassatt continued from page 7

The family interest in boats continues as
well. Her ten-year-old grandson Kaden
has been on one of the boatbuilding teams
for two years now at the boatbuilding
challenge held in Belfast harbor during
Harborfest. “They have to build a boat [in
one day], put it in the water, row it around
and see if it’s seaworthy. Last year the
builders named it Kaden and they gave it
to him when it was over,” said Dassatt.
Besides her DELA duties, Dassatt serves
as chairman of the Lobster Research, Education and Development Board (RED)
( funded by revenue from the lobster license plate), on the Board of Directors of
the Lobster Institute, the subcommittee

of the Lobster Advisory Council and the Executive Board of the Maine Fishermen’s Forum. She has co-hosted the U.S.-Canadian Town Meeting and worked
on the marketing bill for the Maine Lobster Promotion Council.
“I get asked a lot about divisiveness lately,” said Dassatt. “Sometimes lobstermen don’t know who to trust any more. I always say, we’re all fishermen. We at
the DELA say what we mean and we mean what we say. If they wouldn’t trust
me in 2006, they will trust me in 2013 because I never let them down or said
one thing and did another. It’s not “us and them” —we’re all in it together. If
the price is low for some, it’s low for us, too. I have no personal agenda in this.
I just want to continue this for the next generation so it’s still available. My
10-year-old grandson has his license and I believe the associations are just trying to hang onto the independent family trade. We don’t want to end up with a
corporate fishery.”
Keeping lobstering an industry of
independent fishermen is critical
to Dassatt. MLA photo.

Many thanks to these fine businesses,
the MLA’s Keeper members!
Atlantic Edge Lobster
BBS Lobster Trap
Beals Jonesport Coop
Inc.
Bell Power Systems Inc.
Bowdoin College Dining
Services
Branch Brook Farm
Calendar Islands Maine
Lobster LLC
Cape Porpoise Lobster
Co Inc
Channel Fish Co
Chapman & Chapman
Chase Leavitt & Co.
Chrisanda Corp.
Coastal Documentation
Conary Cove Lobster
Co Inc
Cooks Lobster House
Cushing Diesel, LLC
Damariscotta Bank &
Trust Co
DB Rice Fisheries
Eastern Tire & Auto
Service
Eaton Trap Co. Inc.
Farm Credit of Maine
ACA
Finest Kind Scenic
Cruises
F W Thurston Co Inc
Georgetown Fishermen’s
Coop
Glens Lobster Co
Grundens USA Ltd

Gulf of Maine Lobster
Foundation
Guy Cotten, Inc
Hamilton Marine
Harold C Ralph Chevrolet
Interstate Lobster Inc
Island Fishing Gear &
Auto Parts
Island Fishermen’s
Wives
Island Seafood, LLC
Jeff’s Marine, Inc
John Bay Boat Company
‘Keag Store
Kips Seafood Co
Lake Pemaquid Inc
Linda Bean’s Maine
Lobster
Little Bay Lobster Inc
Lobster ME
Lobster Products Inc
Lonnie’s Hydraulic Inc
Maine Coast Petroleum,
Inc
Maine Financial Group
Maine Lobster Promotion Council
Maine Port Authority
Maine Salt Company
Maine Sea Grant
Marine Hydraulic Engineering Co Inc
Midcoast Marine Supply
Nautilus Marine Fabrication, Inc.

Neptune Inc
New England Marine &
Industrial Inc.
Nova Tec Braids LTD
Penobscot Bay & River
Pilots Assn
Penobscot East Resource
Center
PJ Lobster Company
Plante’s Buoy Sticks
Polyform US
Promens Saint John
Quahog Lobster Inc
Ready Seafood
Red Hook Lobster
Pound
Rockland Savings Bank
Sawyer & Whitten
Marine
Shucks Maine Lobster
South Bristol Fishermen’s Co-op
Stonington Lobster Coop
Superior Bait and Salt
Superior Marine Products Inc
The Compass Insurance
Group
The First NA
Vinalhaven Fishermen’s
Coop
Weirs Motor Sales Inc
Worcesters Lobster Bait

HYDRO-SLAVE
SAME DAY SERVICE AND TECHNICAL SUPPORT

“THINKING OF BUILDING A NEW BOAT?”
LET US QUOTE YOU ON A POWER STEERING OR A POT HAULER.
HAULERS AVAILABLE 8” TO 17”
• ALUMINUM BACKPLATE
• POLISHED STAINLESS BACKPLATE
• ALL STAINLESS HARDWARE
POWER STEERING AVAILABLE IN 5 CLASSES
• UP TO 120 FEET
• STAINLESS QUADRANT ASSEMBLIES
• STAINLESS HELMS
16” SPOKED WHEEL
• BRONZE
• CHROME

ELECTRIC CLUTCHES

HIGH EFFICIENCY VANE
PUMP
$544.70

5.5 HP HONDA POWER UNIT
• 11GPM @ 1500 PSI 2 Stage Pump
• Light, Versatile and Portable
• This unit will power 10”
and 12” and 14” Haulers
• Ideal for outboards and
other small boats
• Log Splitter

DUAL RAM
QUADRANT ASSEMBLY

• 100% Stainless Steel construction
• Rudder side thrust eliminated
• no stress on boat timbers

OUR NEW GENERATION SUPER BLOCKS
• 4” Low LIP and HI LIP
• 5” Low LIP and HI LIP
• 2000 lb. Capacity
• Sealed tapered
roller bearings
• Aluminum Sheaves
• Stainless Sheaves

WORLD’S LARGEST POT HAULER MFG. FOR OVER 40 YEARS
Call John for more information 1-800-747-7550 • Or visit us on
the internet: http://www.midcoast.com/~marinhyd/

MARINE HYDRAULIC ENGINEERING
17 Gordon Drive • Rockland, Maine • Fax: 207-594-9721
Email: marinhyd@midcoast.com
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Lane continued from page 5

Gauge change continued from page 3

Lobstering has been good for Nathaniel in recent years. “From Stonington to Schoodic Point, landings have
been very high and we are right in the
middle of it [the area]. It comes on really hard in July,” he said. “Then you
have got to be ready. The lobsters are
so hungry.” He purchased a federal
lobster permit in late 2011 so he also
fishes in federal waters during the
year.
Nathaniel’s work shed was once his
grandfather’s as well. Along the walls
are old photographs of steamships
and people from long ago and a collection of antique boatbuilding tools.
Nathaniel sits at a small picnic table and talks about price. He understands that increased landings have
had a negative effect on the price
paid to lobstermen. But instead of

Lane sells to the wharf run by Greenhead Lobster of Stonington, located
just below his maternal grandparents’
home. Photo by Melissa Waterman.

curtailing supply, he believes building demand will improve the situation.
“I think there are limitless possibilities,” he said. “We’ve done really well
on conserving the resource. Now
we need to put emphasis on the live
market and deliver a good product.”
Handling lobsters better would go far
toward creating that quality product.
Nathaniel found that making a small
change to his holding tank to ensure
that the lobsters have enough oxygen
wasn’t hard or particularly expensive.
“I put in a new aeration system on my
boat this winter. It was real simple,
just a hundred dollars or so. It makes
the water fizzy. Now I don’t have to
worry,” he said.
Making changes in a fishery long
known for its traditions will certainly
take time, but Nathaniel thinks that
more lobstermen are thinking about
how to do things differently. He has
attended meetings held by the Penobscot East Resource Center on
how to ensure a high quality lobster
and spoke highly of the Center’s recently released lobster quality DVD.
He plans to be in the business for a
long time and is willing to do things
a little differently if it means an improved price. “We are hearing this
conversation all around us, how do
we do this better,” he said.

Garbo depends on the hard work and
stewardship of Maine lobstermen.

Thank you !
3RXQG5G32%R[+DQFRFN0DLQH
SHWHG#JDUEROREVWHUFRP

it early in the fall you allow the majority of the license holders to have a
chance to catch those lobsters. Also,
October 1 would avoid coinciding
with the major Canadian openings.
3. “It will make more lobsters available in the spring and ruin the spring
market.”
It will push more lobsters into the
spring but the goal is to have a better
year-round average than the highs
and lows of different seasons. A
small gain in the summer shedder
price should offset any loss in the
spring market. More than likely the
result will be more catch at a better
price and greater quality during the
spring.
4. “It will ruin the chick market during the summer.”
This was and has always been an argument against any gauge increase
and it has yet to prove true. The New
York dealer our cooperative deals
with reports that the southern New
England markets have adjusted to
their gauge increase and that it is
working well. Also, if we brought the
measure down one inch for example,
or a combination of both, perhaps we
could produce the same results, without removing so many of the chicks.
5. “What about pounded or stored
lobsters in this size range?”

This will have to be worked out. Two
options: 1. don’t pound or store this
size lobster, grade and sort them out,
2. clear out inventory of this size lobster before the increase or hold that
product until after the measure goes
up. One dealer thought this would/
should not be a deal breaker.
Reasons the days out won’t be effective:
1. Unknowns: No one knows if the
catch will slow, if at all. All that is
certain is that landing days will decrease.
2. Poorer Quality: Longer sets will
result in larger catch per trap. The
longer set time combined with
crowding will result in greater stress
on the lobsters with poorer quality. Also, quality will definitely suffer
because of larger catches on boats
that already are not equipped to handle large volumes. Does nothing to
remove poor quality product from
the market.
3. Arbitrary: see #6 above.
Thank you for your consideration
of this matter, and I look forward to
your reply.
Respectfully,
Steven Philbrook, commercial
lobsterman, Isleford
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SO YOU WANT TO KNOW: How old is that lobster?
By Melissa Waterman

It’s not hard to know how old you are. There’s that birth certificate, an annual
birthday party and of course, the accumulated aches, pains and wrinkles that
appear over time. Figuring out how old an animal is, however, is slightly more
difficult. With fish, scientists look at the animal’s otolith, a tiny earbone found
in all vertebrates. Calcium carbonate builds up on the fish otolith over the
years, creating growth rings similar to those found in trees. Count the rings
and you know the age of the fish. Oysters, mussels, and clams also create annual marks as they increase the size of their shells over time.
Figuring out the age of a lobster, however, is not that simple. The American
lobster is a relatively long-lived species; some biologists think that lobsters may
live to be 100 years old.
A lobster certainly doesn’t look old. Because it sheds its shell on a regular basis, there’s no physical evidence of age. And there aren’t any handy otoliths to
examine. Typically scientists estimate the age of a lobster based on its size. But
lobsters grow at different rates depending on their sex and the local environment: a lobster will grow in size more rapidly in slightly warmer water than it
would in slightly colder water. In addition, older lobsters have a slower growth
rate than younger animals. Thus a fast-growing young lobster plucked from the
trap might be the same size as an animal many years older.
Since state and regional management decisions are based on the presumed
age of a lobster at sexual maturity, getting a more precise handle on the actual
age of a lobster has obvious importance. Canadian scientists Raouf Kilada,
Bernard Sainte-Marie, Rémy Rochette, Neill Davis, Caroline Vanier, and Steven
Campana think that they have uncovered a new technique to determine the
age of lobsters, shrimp and crabs. They discovered that there are annual growth
bands that form on the calcified regions of a lobster’s eyestalk or gastric mill.
In a paper to be published this fall, the researchers noted that “Comparison
of growth band counts with reliable, independent estimates of age strongly
suggests that the bands form annually, thus providing a direct and accurate
method of age determination.”

their endocuticle, specifically the eyestalks. The scientists used this marking
technique to identify the growth bands
in male and female lobsters. They found
that “In crab and lobster, there was a
gradual divergence in size at age between the sexes, with males becoming
progressively larger at age than females.
This pattern is consistent with the view
that females of both species grow more
slowly and reach smaller maximum sizes than males.”
The Maine Department of Marine Resources (DMR) is also taking an interest in developing a better understanding of a lobster’s true age. It issued a
Request for Proposals in May to underA lobster may grow mighty big but size
take a study into regional differences in is no guarantee of its true age. Andy
growth and ageing among Maine lob- Mays photo.
sters. According to Carl Wilson, DMR
lobster biologist, the stock assessment
model for lobsters used by the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission
(ASMFC) is dependent on existing assumptions about lobster growth. But it’s
been 20 years or more since any new research was done on lobster growth patterns and how often they molt.
“Previous work has suggested that a few degrees can make all the difference
in how a lobster grows and matures,” Wilson explained. “We are in a 30-year
warming period. With most of the baseline work having been conducted 20
years ago, it is prudent to hit the reset button on our knowledge.”
As the decades pass, human beings grow slightly hesitant about revealing their
age, resorting to lotions and surgery to retain the illusion of youth. Lobsters
have been much better at hiding their age. Yet even that may now be revealed
by inquisitive researchers.

The team exposed juvenile lobsters to dyed calcein, a calcium-binding compound. The animals later molted yet the colored calcein remained evident in
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MAINE LOBSTERMEN TO HELP SUPERSTORM SANDY VICTIMS
By Marianne LaCroix
MLPC Acting Director
The Maine Lobster Promotion Council (MLPC) is planning a charitable
event to launch the Maine lobster
season. The goal of the event is to
generate good positive press just as
the shedders start hitting the market. The event is a lobster roll sale in
New York City, where we have an enthusiastic customer base and a great
media market. Proceeds from the sale
of the lobster rolls will be donated to
support victims of Hurricane Sandy
as they try to rebuild their homes and
businesses.

Our goal is to sell 4,000 Maine lobster
rolls. That means that we need about
5,000 pounds of Maine lobster. This is
where the lobstermen come in: 5,000
pounds of lobster is about a pound
of lobster from each licensed Maine
lobsterman. While it is not possible
(realistically or logistically) to get a
pound of lobster from everyone, we
are asking those lobstermen who
are able and willing to donate a few
pounds of their catch to this event.
All you have to do is tell your dealer
how much you would like to donate
by June 14.
We are asking dealers to keep track of
the total amount of lobster donated,

European continued from page 8

During the three-day 2012 show,
some 25,600 buyers, suppliers and
other seafood professionals from 140
countries attended the Brussels show.
By comparison, Boston welcomed
roughly 19,000 seafood professionals
from 40 different countries.
Maine seafood businesses showed
the flag in Brussels. Greenhead Lobster, Ready Seafood, Cozy Harbor
Seafood and Shucks Maine Lobster
were there, as was the Maine Lobster Promotion Council. Food Expo
Northeast, a non-profit organization
that promotes the export of food and
agricultural products from the north-

then inform the MLPC of that total
amount after June 14. The dealers will
then deliver the donated lobsters to
one of the participating lobster processors by June 24. Four processors
have volunteered their facilities and
labor to cook and shuck the meat. We
have also arranged to have the meat
trucked to New York City and have
secured a source of donated buns
and butter to help minimize costs
for the event. On June 27, the lobster
rolls will be sold at a special price out
of a food truck in New York City.
Please help get the lobster season off
to a good start! Let your dealer know
if you are willing to donate lobster

Photo courtesy of FEMA.

before June 14. For more information about the lobster roll charitable
event, contact Marianne LaCroix at
the MLPC, 541-9310, or mlacroix@
lobsterfrommaine.com.

Investment continued from page 4

east region, also had a booth.
Still, it was clear to me that the Maine
lobster industry needs to up its game
in the international market place, as
does the United States seafood industry in general. A beautiful pavilion of
Canadian fish businesses and the Canadian Department of Fisheries and
Oceans anchored one end of a hall.
They advertise in the show daily, in
the full program, and are much more
organized in their efforts to market
their marine natural resources at this
show compared to the efforts of the
United States.

experts takes submissions for the
price from representatives from the
harvesting and buying sides and then
makes a binding decision.
There are many options available to
change the way shore prices are set
in Canada. Let’s see if the political
and industry will is there to attempt
something new for 2013 and the future. The lobster sector has now gone
through twelve months of unrest and
turmoil which have challenged everyone in eastern Canada as well as
our colleagues in Maine. One lesson
from the past year is that we must

improve collaboration with the industry in Maine. I look forward to
finding new ways to work together as
we all harvest, process and ship the
finest lobster in the world – Homarus
americanus. With leadership by harvester groups, exporters and government, we can turn this turmoil into
positive energy and a renewed focus
on cooperation and collaboration.
Geoff Irvine is the exectuve director of
The Lobster Council of Canada, located in Halifax, Nova Scotia.

Present your MLA membership
MLA MEMBERS DISCOUNT
DIRECTORY
Accutech Marine Propeller
Dover, NH -- 20% off propeller
repair; discounts vary by
manufacturer for new propellers,
shafting and other hardware.
Applied Refrigeration Services
Windham, ME -- $250 off new
installations.
Bessy Bait, LLC
Seabrook, NH -- $5 off each barrel
on multiple barrel purchases at the
Seabrook NH location with proof of
MLA membership.
Commercial Fisheries News
Deer Isle, ME -- Discounted annual
subscription rate for $18.75 with
MLA membership noted on check.

card at the following businesses and
receive generous discounts!

Friendship Trap Company
Friendship, ME -- 5% off list price
on traps when you show your MLA
membership card.

National Fisherman
North Hollywood, CA -- Special
annual subscription rate $12.95, use
J12MLA code for discount.

Sea Rose Trap Co.
Scarborough, ME -- 5% off trap list
price with ad copy.

Harold C Ralph Chevrolet
Waldoboro, ME -- 10% off parts and
labor.

Newcastle Chrysler Dodge-Jeep
Newcastle, ME -- 15% off parts and
service. Receive $200 additional
discount on all new and used vehicles.
Please bring ad copy in at time of sale.

Smithwick & Mariners Insurance
Falmouth, ME -- Discounted vessel insurance plus 5% discount with
proof of CG approved Drill Conductor course within the last 5 years.

Hews Company
South Portland, ME -- 10% off hydraulic components and cable craft
cables.
0DLQH&DPS2XWÀWWHUV
Sunset, ME -- 10% off all apparel and
promotional product orders.
Maine Lobstermen’s Association
Kennebunk, ME--10% off to harvesters on MLA merchandise.

Coastal Hydraulics
Seabrook, NH -- 10% discount on all
in stock items.

Maine Maritime Museum
Bath, ME -- Free admission.

Craig’s All Natural LLC
Durham, NH -- 10% discount on all
Victorinox Cutlery

McMillan Offshore Survival
Training
Belfast, ME -- 10% discount on
USCG Drill Conductor training.

Nicholas H Walsh, PA
Portland, ME -- 25% off legal services.
North Atlantic Power
Exeter, NH -- 10% off service repairs
of twin disc transmissions, 15% off
any new MGX series.
Penobscot Marine Museum
Searsport, ME -- Free admission.
Scott Logan Law
Portland, ME -- 20% discount on
foreclosure defense & bankruptcy
legal fees.

SW Boatworks
Lamonie, ME -- Show MLA card to
receive $500.00 discount on a new
hull or top.
Weathervane Seafood Inc.
Kittery, ME – 10% of all shipping
(mail orders) and retail orders.
Wesmac Custom Boats
6XUU\0(GLVFRXQWRQÀEHUJODVV
components.
Winter Harbor Co-op
Winter Harbor, ME -- 10% off fresh
picked lobster meat.
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In the
NEWS
FISHERMEN ASKED FOR
INPUT ON STATOIL SITE
Statoil is asking fishermen to provide
their thoughts on the location of the
final lease area for its Hywind Maine
pilot project. The project will demonstrate the commercial feasibility of
floating wind turbine technology. A
lease application has been filed with
the federal Bureau of Ocean Energy
Management (BOEM). Although an
area of 22.2 square miles is included
in the lease application, the final site
will be approximately four square
miles, based on input from fishermen
and other interested parties. Statoil
is asking fishermen to tell them by
early June how that area is currently
being used.
The project will comprise four floating wind turbines, each about 230 feet
tall with a rotor diameter of about
330 feet. The blade will be roughly 65
feet off the water. The foundation for
each turbine will reach about 250 feet
below the water surface. The foundation will be anchored to the bottom
with three anchor lines. Each anchor
line will be no more than 600 meters
from the foundation. An underwater
34.5 kilovolt cable will connect the
pilot project to the existing regional
electric transmission substation in
Boothbay. To the extent feasible, the
cable will be buried roughly six feet
below the sea floor. Alternative methods of protecting the cable are under
consideration based on technical
analysis and stakeholder input.
Fishermen can contact Larry Knapp,
at 751-5449, lwknapp@yahoo.com
or Laura Taylor Singer, 838-1031, lsinger@maine.rr.com to give input on
this project.

LINDA
BEAN’S
PERFECT
MAINE EXPANDS IN ROCKLAND
Linda
Bean
purchased
an
11,000-square-foot Rockland building in April from a Canadian company that had planned to convert
the facility into a lobster processing
plant. Bean plans to use the building
for storage, grading and distribution
of lobsters.
Bean already owns and operates a
23,000-square-foot lobster processing plant in Rockland’s Industrial
Park as well as a 12,000-square-foot
building used for lobster storage. The
property had been purchased in September, 2012, by Frank Benoit, who
operates Les Pecheries de Chez-Nous
Ltd in New Brunswick. He stated at
the time that he planned to convert
the vacant building into a lobster
holding and processing facility.
ROBOTS TO MONITOR RED
TIDE IN THE GULF OF MAINE
Robotic sensors deployed by Woods
Hole Oceanographic Institution
(WHOI) in Gulf of Maine coastal waters may transform the way red tides
(also known as harmful algal blooms
[HABs]) are monitored and managed
in New England. The results will add
critical data to weekly real-time forecasts of New England red tide this
year distributed to more than 150
coastal resource and fisheries managers in six states as well as federal
agencies such as NOAA, the FDA and
the EPA.
The two sensors, known as Environmental Sample Processors (ESPs), are
molecular biology labs packed inside
canisters the size of kitchen garbage

cans. The ESPs are mounted to ocean
buoys in the Gulf and will detect and
estimate concentrations of two types
of algae that cause red tide. The first,
Alexandrium fundyense, produces
toxins that cause paralytic shellfish
poisoning. The second organism,
Pseudo-nitzschia, is a diatom responsible for amnesic shellfish poisoning.
Data from the ESPs will be transmitted to the shore in real time allowing managers to track potential outbreaks of red tide in shellfish beds.
Bloom toxicity waxes and wanes
based on a multitude of factors, so
having the ability to monitor the algae in real time provides resource
managers with a better tool for protecting the public from shellfish poisoning.

ATLANTIC HERRING
The Atlantic States Marine Fisheries
Commission (ASMFC) Atlantic Herring Section members from Maine,
New Hampshire, and Massachusetts
set a ‘days out’ effort control measure that will allow seven landing days
each week from June 1 to September
30 for Area 1A. The total allowable
catch for this period is 20,378 metric
tons, 72.8% of the 31,200 metric ton
annual catch limit for Area 1A (after
accounting for the 1,425 metric ton
overage in 2011, 295 metric ton setaside for fixed gear, and 5% bycatch
allowance). With seven landings days
per week during this period, the entire 20,378 metric tons is projected to
be caught by the close of September.

LOBSTER PRICES INVESTIGATED IN CANADA
The fisheries ministers in the Maritime provinces agreed to create an
independent panel to examine the
factors affecting lobster prices in
Atlantic Canada and to work collectively on marketing initiatives.
Agriculture, Aquaculture and Fisheries Minister Michael Olscamp and
his counterparts in Nova Scotia and
Prince Edward Island agreed on this
course of action during a meeting in
Amherst, Nova Scotia in May.
The ministers discussed the fact that
the low price paid for lobster is not a
New Brunswick issue or Nova Scotia
issue or Prince Edward Island issue
alone, but rather one facing all fishermen in eastern Canada.
The panel will consider ways to ensure the best return for all stakeholders and communities involved, recognizing the uniqueness of the various
fishing areas in the region and of the
products produced, whether live or
processed. The ministers plan to contact officials and fishermen in other
jurisdictions, including Newfoundland and Labrador, Quebec and
Maine. They agreed that the federal
government has a key role to play in
the management of the fishery and
the development of international
markets.

A Port Clyde herring boat readies for
the season. Photo by Patrice McCarron.

From the Dock continued from page 3

There are some interesting and exciting examples of aquaculture cooperatives in nearby Massachusetts and
Rhode Island, and in general, cooperatives are an excellent mechanism to
carry the owner-operator philosophy
profitably into the future.
It’s also still clear that the integration
of fishing and farming will not always
be smooth sailing. There will be competing interests and uses, both on the
water and in the marketplace, but
competition is nothing new to either
industry. It’s just that now, when you
think of a fisherman or a sea farmer,
you might be thinking of the same
person.
Sincerely,

Your help requested

The Norwegian energy company Statoil has a lease on 22 square miles of ocean approximately
12 miles south of Boothbay Harbor. The company will use four square miles of that area in
which to place four floating wind turbines which will be anchored to the sea floor. The company is asking fishermen to tell them by early June how they use the area indicated above by
lettered blue squares. Map courtesy of Power Engineering Inc.

Maine Sea Grant is assisting the
National Weather Service (NWS)
to find out how mariners in our
region use NWS marine weather
products and services. We’d also
like to know about new ideas for
products and services. To accomplish this, we’d like to ask fishermen to complete a short survey
( just 12 questions).

Dana Morse
Dana Morse is a marine extension
associate with Maine Sea Grant and
University of Maine Cooperative
Extension.

Here’s the link to the survey:
http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/
MFYZ5WM.

Thank you!

Courtesy of Andrew Cook
www.lobsteringisanart.com
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June 1

June 15

June 29

July 13

Celebration of the Wyoming, free admission, Marine Maritime Museum,
Bath.

Lobster Boat Race, Boothbay Harbor.
FMI: Marshall Farnham, 380-5892.

Lobster Boat Race, United States
Coast Guard Station, Moosebec
Reach, Beals Island and Jonesport.
FMI: E. Blackwood, 598-6681.

Lobster Roll Bike Tour, Portland.
FMI: (866) 857-9544.

June 4
MLA board of directors’ meeting, 5
p.m., Comfort Inn, Belfast. FMI: 9674555.
June 5
TAA Workshop: Business Planning,
Machias Savings Bank, Machias, ME.
5 pm. RSVP 967-4555.
June 10
Public hearing for Lobster/Crab Bait
Draft Regulation, 4 p.m., Lincoln
County Communications Center,
Wiscasset.
June 12-13
Commercial Marine Expo, Hampton,
Virginia. FMI: 207-799-1356
June 13
Public hearing for Lobster/Crab Bait
Draft Regulation, 4 p.m., Ellsworth
City Hall (Auditorium), Ellsworth.

June 16
Lobster Boat Race, O’Hara North Facility, Rockland. FMI: Steve Brooks,
354-8763.
June 18-20

June 30
Lobster Boat Race, Long Island
Wharf, Long Island.

Lobster Boat Race, Searsport Town
Dock, Searsport. FMI Keith & Travis
Otis, 548-6362.
July 14

Upcoming

Lobster Boat Race, Stonington Town
Dock, Stonington. FMI: Nick Wiberg,
348-2375.

July 2

July 20

Lobster Boat Race, Bass Harbor. FMI:
Wayne or Colyn Rich, 244-9623.

MLA board of directors’ meeting,
5 p.m., Darby’s Restaurant, Belfast.
FMI: 967-4555.

Lobster Boat Race, barge in the middle of the harbor, Friendship. FMI:
Wes Lash, 832-7807.

June 24

July 6

Deadline for comments on Lobster/
Crab Bait Draft Regulation. Send
written comments to K. Rousseau,
Maine DMR, 21 State House Station,
Augusta, ME 04333 or email to dmr.
rulemaking@maine.gov.

Pen Bay Day, Free museum admission to all, Penobscot Marine Museum, Searsport. FMI: 548-2529.

Penobscot East Resource Center 10th
anniversary celebration, Stonington.
FMI: 367-2708.

New England Fisheries Management
Council meeting, Holiday In by the
Bay, Portland.
June 22

July 8

June 25-26

ASMFC Atlantic Herring Days Out
Meeting, Durham, NH. FMI: 703-8420740.

51st Windjammer Days Festival,
Boothbay Harbor.

July 12
Tall ships windjammer parade, Camden, Rockland.

July 28
Lobster Boat Race, Barge off Mitchell Field, Harpsell, Maine. FMI Henry
Barnes, 725-2567.
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MAINE LOBSTERMEN’S COMMUNITY ALLIANCE:
Finding ways to keep whales out of vertical lines
By Melissa Waterman
One of the major regulatory issues facing lobstermen in New England is the imminent promulgation by the National Fisheries Service of new rules regarding
entanglement of endangered whales in lobster gear. Despite the now-mandatory use of sinking groundlines, North Atlantic right whales and other species
are still becoming ensnared in vertical lines, incurring serious injuries and even
dying from these encounters.
Scientists have identified fishing without vertical lines as the optimal solution
to remove this entanglement risk from whales. They reasoned that no rope

North Atlantic right whales and other species are
still becoming ensnared in vertical lines.
equals no entanglement risk. However, industry leaders have vehemently rejected this idea since it would be nearly impossible to execute a commercial
fishery without connecting traps lying on the seafloor to a buoy on the surface.
The state of Maine has proposed to the National Marine Fisheries Service that
Maine lobstermen could trawl up their
gear to reduce vertical line risk. While
trawling up will reduce the absolute
number of vertical lines in the water, it
won’t eliminate them from the ocean.
The Consortium for Wildlife Bycatch
Reduction has conducted research to
explore alternatives to simply taking
vertical lines out of the water. In 2011
and 2012, Dr. Scott Kraus of the New
England Aquarium in Boston tested a
Scientists think that right whales
theory that right whales could see cerare more aware of red and orange
tain colored vertical lines in the water
than of other colors. NOAA photo.
and thus avoid them.

Right whales have highly sensitive rods
and cones in their eyes, which means
they can see well in low intensity light.
Analysis of a right whale eyeball indicated that they are particularly tuned
to the wavelength of red light, which
makes red-colored objects stand out as
silhouettes from background light underwater.

Discovering a way to help right
To find out, researchers from the
whales actually see vertical lines
Aquarium placed colored PVC pipe
and avoid them would be a giant
(to mimic actual rope) in front of right
gain for both whales and lobsterwhales feeding at the surface in Cape
men. NOAA photo.
Cod Bay during the spring of 2011 and
2012 and then studied the whales to see
if they changed behavior in response to the presence of the colored pipe. They
used the distance at which the whales changed their behavior as an indication
of when the whales actually noticed the colored pipe. Preliminary studies show
that red and orange rope is seen by right whales at a further distance than ropes
of other colors.
This summer, the Maine Lobstermen’s Community Alliance will work with lobstermen to field test these experimental ropes. MLCA is working with Brooks
Trap Mill and Hyliner Rope to specially manufacture a combination of float and
sink experimental red ropes for deployment as endlines.
A lobsterman from each of the seven zones will rig up ten endlines comprised of
experimental red rope. They will fish these ropes as they normally would. lThese
lobstermen will record the handling, fouling, and wear characteristics of the
rope, with particular attention to any fading or change in color. “It is always
exciting when scientists come up with ideas that we can implement in the fishery. This research could lead to practical gear modifications that lobstermen
could use to help reduce entanglement risk to right whales,” said Patrice McCarron, president of MLCA.
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